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PREFACE 

First in 1989 and then in 1991. the walls came tumbling dov.11 thereby providing a face lift 

to the international politics. In November. 1989. the once inevitable Berlin wall was 

breached-symbolizing and accelerating the collapse of communism throughout eastern 

Europe. In late 1991, the Central Asian states declared themselves independent following 

. the disintegration of the Soviet Union. These momentous changes produced a geo

political earthquake of immense proportions throughout the globe and particularly in the 

Middle East. In 1989-90, the Soviet Union's international power declined as domestic 

political and economic crisis ate away at the foundations of Moscow's international 

. power. In December 1991, the same power was pushed into oblivion and was referred to 

as 'tmce up on a time ........ .'. The Soviet Union ceased to exist and fifteen new sovereign 

States emerged in its place with the name -The Commonwealth of independent 

States( C. I. S) 

The collapse of the Soviet Union naturally leaves a power vacuum in Central Asia. And 

with the emergence of newly independent and sovereign Central Asian states of Tajikistan. 

Uzbekistan. Turkmenistan, Kyrghyzstan and Kazakhstan. this whole region has been 

pushed in state of flux. Geography alone would dictate that 'The New Five' becomes part 

of an enlarged Middle East State system. Moreover. the fact that they are traditionally 

Muslim. has evoked tremendous interest especially neigh1bouring from Iran neighbouring 

Muslim countries of Turkey, Pakistan and· also from Saudi Arabia and Egypt. Even the 



geographical proximity of India, China, Russia an°d Mghanistan have lent them a hand to 

meddle in the affairs of the 'New Five'. 

At issue is whether or not these new successor states will follow the Muslim but secular 

and pro-western, Turkish model or the Iranian fundamentalist example. Saudi Arabia and 

Egypt, both U.S. allies and fearful of Iranian influence in Central Asia, have provided 

money and religious teachers to explain mainstream · Sunni Islam to the Central Asians. 

Israel, also anxious to prevent the radicalization of the Central Asian States provided 

much needed expertise in irrigation techniques and has established diplomatic relations 

with several Central Asian States. 

As said, in the power vacuum that the Central Asian region passing through these days, 

the old clients, such as Iraq have lost their patrons and none of the successor Muslim 

stat.es is currently in a position to fill the void left by the Soviet Union's disintegration 

apart from Pakistan. This new situation raises a series of question about the participation 

of the Gulf; in Central Asia in particular and in the global politics in general. Here it must 

be made clear that this work will concentrate upon the 'New Five' and its relationship with 

Iran, as it is not plausible to take into account the whole ofC.I.S. in this short work. 

At this juncture, an infrastructural analysis of this dissertation may be provided. the first 

chapter explores the historic linkages of this whole Central Asian region with that of the 

state of Iran. This historical aspect assumes importance when one keeps in mind the point 

n 



that it is upon this basis of Islam that Iran is trying to 

rediscover its historical moorings with these Central Asian 

states. 

Second chapter titled Political and Strategic Rela

tion details Iranian efforts to penetrate in this region in 

political and strategic realms. 

The third chapter of this work titled Developing 

Economic Relations focuses upon the economic ties and agree

ments which have evolved after the demise of the Soviet 

Union,between Iran and the Central Asian States.Here Iran's 

role in the organisations E.C.O.,the Caspian Sea Cooperation 

Zone etc. has been dealt with.Due emphasis have been laid on 

the strategies chalked out by Iran to keep the other Islamic 

countries at bay on this front,with special reference ti 

Turkey.This chapter provides an analysis as to whether this 

economic equation between the "New Five'' and Iran is going 

to help the Central Asian Republics by any means or not. 

'' Strengthening Cultpral Links" is the theme of the 

Fourth chapter. The cultural similarity along with the 

differences between Iran and Central Asian States have been 

taken in to account in a broader perspective. This evolution 

of a new civilization, the emergence of ''Pan - Islamic " 

feeling, for which Iran is trying hard,have been discussed 

in this chapter. 

The study is rounded by providing conclusion in its 

Fifth chapter. 

III 



CHAPTER- I 

INTRODUCTION 

"Central Asia is of fundamental importance for understanding 

Eurasian History . It is the missing link in Wo.rld History." 

'Chirstopher Beckwith'. 

Today Central Asia, with a population of more than fifty five millon is demonstrating its 

potential to shake off the uWor of the past centuries per se. This gives to the five Central 

Asian republics of Uzbekistan,Kazakhastan, Tajikistan Turkmenistan, Tazikistan to exercise 

leadership in the region. Preipheral to these five republic and a part of the same religious 

and cultural world area: 

a) Tarfar settlements along the volga and in Siberia . The Vloga Tartars, whose 

intelligentisia were once leaders of reform and revelutionary movements among the 

Muslims of Russian empire are still a force to be reckoned with among the Muslims of 

this region .. 

b) Azerbaijan lying westward across the Caspian. As the only major shirte people (about 

5 millon) and with an equal or even greater co-cifn~tic group of Azeris a' cross the 

border in Iran have come into special prominnence after the Soviet disintergration. 

c) Muslim peoples of the northern slopes of Caucasus. Perhaps too small in number to be 

a major political force today,the fiercely North Caucasian muslims and their Muslim 

Mullahs have historically played a disproportianatlely large role in keeping the faith 

alive. 



d) Just beyond the borders, the Muslim communities of Turkey Iran, Afghanistan, 

Pakistan and Northwest China. 

As is clear due to its geographical proximity to Iran.Turkey, Afghanistan.Pakistan and 

China and Russia plus ldia, these Central Asian Republics are going to play important 

role in the geo-politics of this whole region. Central Asia at the same time acquires 
due ti 1" tt E 

importanc~fact ofbeing an area ofthe globe that had been turbulent throughout history. 

However, the recent developments have pushed the 'New Five' into a situation which 

mao¥ lead to the reversion of its earlier tempestuous phase. And the Situation gets further 

aggravated when one keeps in mind the pount that the country which is having more than 

enough intt!f..~ in these Muslim successor states is fundamentalist Iran, with her ~e to 

rewrite her histroical moorings with these Republics on the basis of its Islamic connection. 

In the historical contacts between the five Central Asian Republics and Iran. 

THE HISTORICAL CONNECTION 

The Central Asian nomads have pi~ an important role in the differentiation of the near 

Eastern tenets of civilis~ion. Encompassing the Turkic world that was Asia interior and 

surrounded by the ChineseJndian and Iranian worlds, Central Asia and its settled 

nomadics Turkic elements had a symbiotic relation with the surrounding territories. Brief 

survey of history of the region will suffice to show theClose links that have been exisiting 

between these adjacent terrritories. 
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It is a well known fact that for over two thousand years Iran has been the main path 

shower of Western Asia in the face of culturaLeconomic and political force. Today it 

encompasses an area of 1,648,500 sq.km, but in the anciant days it was the master of 

much larger territories. Much of this expansion was to the north east across the Kopet 

Dagh mountains into the river valley and oa~s of the regions that now form part of the 

neighbouring,infant independent republics of Turkmenistan,( whose bor:, ·der elopes with 

Iran )and Uzbekistan. There were thus long periods when southern Central Asia fell with 

in the orbit of the Iranian world, though on the outer periphery 'Central Asia'is here taken 

<# 

to refer to the terr,tory of five former Soviet Republics of 

Kankhastan,Kyrghyzstan, Tajikistan Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan' Southern Central Asia' 
KH WA ~£]..PI 

refers,in broad outlinesto the territory of historic• L: -~ ·, rran~a and 
' 

K 
""hrghan~later occupied by the Khanate.r of Khiva,Bw'hara and kokard and cumntly 

I 

('Ill< 

forming part ofTurkj!{estan and Uz; bekistan. 1 

Even the earliest inhabitants of southern Central Asia were nomadic Iranian tribes,some 
Ft&Roll.J:l 

of whom went towards the area of development and founded the first Urban 

settlements and founded the first urban settlements inc~ding ftferv. The archeaeological 

evidence from those burial sites suggest that by I. 000 B. C. Zoroastrianism was well 

established in that region. By the middle of the century B.C. much of this territory had 

been incorporated into the Achaenaian empire,even though the autority of the. PersiQJl 

satraps was probably Iitle more than nominal. 

I. SWrm Alina, "Rdation Between Iran and Cmtral Asia: An Ovcni~. in. K. Wariloo(cd) Cmtral Asia. Har-Anand Pubb..airn. 
1995.p. 247. 
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l11e power of the Great defeated Darius II in the 4th Century B.C.. The same 

Alexander.who marched through Central Asia \\ith his energetic am1ies is still 

remembered popularly by his East em name ·Alexander' . lskander Rumii' ("Alexander the 

Greek"),particularly in place names and in legends where he figuresas the ideal ruler.ofien 

with religious overtones. 

Early contacts between Iran and Central Asia have been established through vanous 

scholarly writings. Donald claims."The Iranians included the groups of Medes (MADA). 

Persians (PARSA),the Parthians.Bactrians,Soghdians Saclans and the Sythians. l11e 

Medes settled Westem·lran at first.alongwith the Persians to the south. were dominated by 

the Assyrian Empire" 2 Here it must be clear that these group of Medes were from the , 

Central Asian region who had established their rule way back during 8th century B. C. in 

parts of Iran. 

This 'migration syndrome' among the Central Asian has been mentioned by a few scholars 

also. From an EuroJ>ian perspective.Gimbutas records radio-carbon evidence of three 

major westward thrusts of migaratory waves by the stepp pastoralists in 4300-4200 B.C: 

3400-3200B.C; and 3000-2800B.C. 3 For more recent periods Mcneill 4 Phillips ~ and 

Hambly. 6 have also observed recurrent waves of migration emerging fro in Central Asia 

I h. 
towads all direction. However,the predo~ent direction was westward. 

2. Dooold. N. Wilba-. Iran-Pa.t and Pr.:smt. PriiK>!tm lku\asrty l'rels. Prin.:.:tm. 1958. 

3. Eisler. Raine. The Caliph and the Rlade. Our Hi.~,-n· our Future. B:upc:r and RCM. San FransiS<.'O. 19&7. p.44. 

4. Mcneill. William. The rise c:Wthc west. A Hi.~<T\ ,-("the Hwn:m CmtinuitY. llniv=-rtY cfChic:1go l'r.:ss. Chi.:ago. 191\:l 

5. Phillips. E. D . Jbe RoYal Hccd.:s : Nomadi .. ·i'<"'"f'lcs .-.·the Steppes. 1bames and Hudsm. l.<ndm. 1965 
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As Khazanov7 sugestes it was because that there lay the more fertile and richer regions. 

Each of these waves was about 200 years long and they occurred at interuls of about 500 

years. Huntington attributed these recurrent migrations to a 640 years cycle of climatic 

change in Central Asia ,but this point is quite debatable. which is not possible here to be 

done with justice. 

Whatever be the reasons for these migrations, it has been accepted that by 1900 B. C. and 

certainly between 1700 and 1500 B.C.,Hinites and Kassites moved to~ Minor, the 

conquest. 11 And around A.D.500,new movements ofpeoples from Central Asia spread in 

all directions and had domino effects. Cephtatites moved into lndia,Goths and Huns into 

Europe, Tang China, Western and Estern Byzantine Rome, Persia and the later spread of 

Islam,among others, would not have become what they did without the impact of these 

migrants and invaders from Central Asia. And by A.D. 700. the Turkic. tribes from the 

east were already established in northern and eastern Central Asia and were in the proses 

oftaking possession ofthe southern belt. 

At approximately the same time, that is during mid 7th century.the Arab in'\iders from the 

south, intent on converting the region to Islam, coquered Iran. The campaign was led by 

Kutayba Ibn Muslim, The Governor of Khorasan ( 705-715 ). His militQJ)' prowess and 

religious fervour enabled him to carry the new faith up to.the borders of China into what is 

today Xinjiang. 

7. Khazanov. ~oli M. Nt-mads and the Outside WtTld. Cambridge lhivcrsitv Press. Camlxidgc. 1979. p.l?J 

8. See "Khura.o;an 31. ~etim<- c{the Arab Cmqu..s". MA~ah:m. in "Iran and Islam·. C.E&<>w<wth (cd). Edinhurgb. 19"1. pp.-179-90 
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These feats of arms brought southern Central Asia into the cultural as well as political 

S.P~~ .of the Caliphate. At the same time, it gave a new momentum to the relation ship 

with Iran, since although Mel\' was a regional Arab capitaL the administration of 

~ 
Transoxiana fell with in the juridiction of Khorasan. Aryans moved into India and Iran and ,.. 

the neighbouring areas. However, the point to take account here is that these migrations 

out of Central Asia affected each ofthe receiving regions and peoples. The consequences 

also altered the relations among these outlying peoples 1and regions themselves, as for 

instance between Mesopotoamia and Egypt. 

Around the beginiJ of the Christian era migratory mov~ts emerging from Central Asia 

contnlmted to, far-reaching changes. On China's ·Inner Asia Frontier the Chin and Han 

rulers fought off the Hsuing Nu in Zungaria across the Tien Shan Mountains. However, 

the Husing Nu defeated the Yue chi, who migrated westward. It is still disputed whether 

the former became the Huns who later invaded Europe. However. the latter did conquer 

the Saka people and the Bactrian successors of Alxander the great. Their descendents 

founded the Kushan empire which rouled over the north and south western India. The 

Parthians invaded Persia from the north to conquer the Selecuids who had taken over 

there from Alexander. 

In the early 3rd century A.D. Southern Central Asia was again brought under the Persian 

rule when Ardashir I (226-241.A.D.),founder of the Sasanian Empire recognised Melll(· 

and Khwarem1. The Murghab river was to form the eastern - most boundary of the 

Sasanian lands up to the time of Arab. Ismail Samanid ,a member of the noble family from 

6 



Sasanian lands up to the time of Arab. Ismail Samanid ,a member of the noble family from 

Khorasan who succeeded in freeing himself from the clut,hes of the govemer of 

horasan. He went ahead and established an independent state in Transo +-xianna and 
/1 

khwarezm. Even his title to these lands was confirmed by the Gtiph Mutadhed in Ad 892. 9 

That way, the first Muslim dynasty with an aura of independence in Central Asia was of 

+;...... 
Persian orgin. During his11,Bukhara , the capital of the Samanid r~l m,became one of the 

most renowned centeres of science and scholarship. It had a reputation that it was to 

retain even in the post Soviet era, the name of Bukhara, which still evokes memories of 

the glories ofthe Muslim culture. 1'Even when the power ofthe Samanids was dislodged 

by the Karakhanid Turkes in the waning years of tenth century, links with Persia 

remained strong. The southern Central Asia and Khot(asn often formed part of a single 
" ' 

entity, as was under the rule of the Mangol II Khans during the mid -thirteenth century11 

and the Timurids that is during the 14th -15th centuries. 

HoWe\fer, the Persian telfitorial ambitions in the Central Asian region re-surfaled in the 
1\ 

early 16th centuary during the Safavid period. During this period, Shah Ismail succeded, 

though breefly only, in installing one ofhis vassals as the Governor ofKhwarezm 12
. This 

act was again repeated during the first half of the 18th century whn Nadir Shah conquered 

the Khanates ofKhiva and Bu~J\ 

. 9. F.llSkrine and EDmism Ross.. The Heart d' Asia. Lmdm. 1899.p.I09. 

10. Al-Bukhari (AD 810-817) and 100 Sina (AD 979-1037)wcret"'"' d"themany outstaodin Muslim Sdwlers from this n:gim. 

II. Sprine and Ross.. <1'-cit. p.l92. The Pa-s:iao dement still ,~- !Umg in Uzbek today 

12. F.Kamol. Hozirgi Zamm ozbek tili. Tashkent. 1957. pp.89-108. Qu~ed by~ Al.incr. q>.cit. p.250. 
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But one must keep in mind the fact that firstly, these adventurous were short I i ved and 

secondly, they did not serid~ly threaten the Turkic physical domination of southern Central 
1\ 

Asia ,of far greater significanu... was the te1\acity of the Persian cultur. From the very 

early Islamic period onwards, it had inter mingled with turkic influences to form a rich, 

bilingual +-r~itl1'1. Both Chagta;.. and persian were the litt.rary vehicles and even the 

vernacular dialects of these two languages were in common use. The Turke;.litt!awy 

language adopted many loan words from persian especially in areas connected with 

Science and Culture. 13 The Central Asian urban and court arts-architecture, music, 

miniature, painting and the like arenas also bore a strong Persian imprint. The interesting 

point is that there was hardly a rivahj;between the Turkic and Persian tr4ditiens. Even 

the defferenciation on the ethno-linguistic ground was not having a space. Instid there 
' 1\ 

was a fusion of these various elements, the sum total of which produced a culture that was 

particular to the region itself4 and this remained the same until the twent2e.th cen~ 

Time is the tiresias of history. The scenano began changing its course during 19th 

centu,ry. The Tsarist empire complqted its conquest of Transcaucasia and Central Asia. 

Samarkand was taken in 1868. Bukhara and Khiva were observed as protectorates in 

1868 and 1873 respectively. By 1886, the Turk,pien land had been subjugated too. And 

by the end of the 19th centuary, Russia was all set to ex1ent her influence to Iran. The 

Russian Govt. Even had acquired some political and economic privileges which included a 

stranglehold on foreign trade in Khorasan. Even their military prowess was much stronger. 

13. ~Abner. q>.cit. p.250. 

14. MSid:er. The Bear and the urn SO\iet ~erialism and Iran. New yen.' 1988. rr.l4-i 8. 
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In this formidable background of Russian came the treaty of Akhal khorasan in between 

Russia and Iran ( 1881) where by Iran agreed to renounce its tenitorial claimes on the 

southern Turkmenistan which reached upto the Meiv oasis. 1 ~ 

Once the cdlapse of the Tsrarist empire became a reality, Iran renehed and extended its 

tenitorial pre-tensions in Central Asia. As iflran was seeking some 'interest', her demand 

now included not only Meiv but the Khivan Khanate upto the Amu Darya. This was an 

attempt to rein~t..- this river as the national boundery between Turan-the land of the 

Turks, and Iran the Persian world. 

Ahhough the Russian Empire had since the 18th centuary come to exerctse a loose 

hegemony over the Turkic nomads of the steppes extending south ward from Siberia.. its 

conquest of the sedentary heartland was not completed until the second half of the last 

century. Even at that point oftime, there were some attempts by the Russians to convert 

the Muslims to orthodox Christianity. But by and large the Muslims remained free to 

practice their own religion and customs, except when provision of the Sharia (Koranic 

Law) were "repugnant" to Russian justice. 16 

This political and cultural continue that evolved between Central Asia and Iran since time 

immemoria~ has been underpinned by trade links. The Great Silk Routs of antiquity criss

crossed the region, thereby enabling a reciprocal east-west and north-south traffic of 

15. Couol. K.K.Pahlm., Misim to Tllllit.ao (cd~ Richard. APicn:-e. Oxtocd Urivcrsity Press.. Londm. 1964. p.:29. 

16. To~nbce. Arnold. Bdwccn Onus md .Jwma. Oxfmi Urivcrsity Press.. <>xf<Td 1961. p.2. 
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goods. The Central Asian Bactlria was long known as the 'Paradise on Earth, and the land 

of thousand cities and its capital Bactria, as the mother of cities'. Toynbee17 wrote about 

this region as a place were 'routes converge from all quarters of the compass and from 

where routes radiate out to all quarters of the compass again'. These routes connected 

China, India, Iran, the Mediterranean, and , of course, other parts Central Asia itself 

In Western Asia, three nexus corridors have played a particularly pivotal and central 

logistical inter-linkage role : 

I. The Nile-Red sec:tcorridor (with canal or overland connections between them and to 

the Mediterranean sea and open access to the India ocean and beyond. 

2. The Syria-Mesopotamia-Persian Gulf corridor (with overland routes linking the 

Mediterranean Coast through Syria, or Via the Orontes, Euphrates and Tigris rivers to 

the Persian Guit: which gives open access to the Indian ocean and beyond. This nexus 

also offered connections to overland routes to Central Asia. 

3. The Aegean-'81ack sea-Central Asia corridor (connecting the Medit-erranean Via the 

Dardanelles and Bosphorus to the overland 'Silk Roads' to and from Central Asia, 

from where connecting routes extended over land to India and China. 

17. Shirin Akioa-. cp cit .. p.252. 
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One of the chief branches of the 'Silk Route' as said, traversed Western China and then 

followed the oasis route-Khotan, Kashgar, Samarkand, Bukhara. Merv, across the 

Southern Central Asia into Northern Iran, and hence westward on the Black sea or the 

Mediterranean sea. However, this transcontinental trade dwindled into insignificance after 

the development of sea routes in the 16th century . But the advent of the railway gave 

new importance to the teilt!strial links. As soon as the Russians had secured control of 

Central Asia, they embarked on an ambitious programme of railroad construction. This 

was aimed at facilitating the economic integration ofthe region into that of the empire as a 

whole. 

The transcaspian rail road from Krasnovodask to the Ferghana valley via Samarkand and 

Tashkent,was completed in 1885-99.The Orenberg-Tashkent line was completed in 1906. 

Inevitebly,the Russians soon began to consider the feasibility of extending the Central 

Asian network south-wards and thus,through the Iranian system,to gain access to the 

Persian GulfHere one should be aware ofthe fact that the drive to establish warm water 

outlets had long been a concern of the Tsarist foreign policy.Hence the opportunities that 

were offered by this potential route to South were too attractive to be ignored. 

The outbreak of the first world war, followed closely by revolution and civil war in the 

territories of the Tzarist empire, caused a temporory hault in the expantion of the railway 

network.During the Soviet period, however, it was resumed. The first priority was to 

consolidate transport links within the USSR. The Turk-Sib railroad connecting the 

Central Asian System to the Trans-Siberian one was completed in . I 930 New inter 

regional railway links were also expanded aelong with the arterial road net-works. 
~ 
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Meanwhile, economic co-operation between Iran and erstwhile USSR was on a positive 

side despite the occasional fiiction in the political arena and from time to time ,mutually 

hostile media coverage. 18 However Iran was simply using the USSR as a transit channel 

for her goods dest,ned for Europe, Since this route was very much shortel'than that via 

the Suez canal At this point again, the question of linking Central Asian railway network 

to the Iranian system was raised. This was given added impcl~ by the increase in the 

vol tL~ of Soviet -Iranian trade that followed the call of the Shah in 1979. It eventually 

resulted in a formQ]. announcement in December 1987 of the launch of the Mashhad-

Sarakhs (Turkmenistan) Lines. 

The declared intension behind this act was to aid the development of the Khorasan 
' 

province by providing it with newer outlets in South -east Asia and Japan by means of the 

Trans - Siberian line, as well as by giving the region direct auaess to Central Asia t:M,d the 

Transcaucasia. The work,which was commenced from both the ends proceeded slowly, 

but did not dampen the Iranian enthusiasm for the project. In Februaryl987,during 

Velayati's visit to Moscow, an agreement was reached on an additional linking 'iazd and, 

Mghan in Central Iran to Sarakhs. 19 

18. Ibid. 

19. Sid:er.t1J.cit..p.122. 
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As can be discerned form the preceding pages, intervention between Central Asia and Iran 

has been going on for a much longer time. Apart from the cultural ,social and economi~ 

bondage in between these two regions , the religious and political camp too is shared 

from times immemorial . The fifty five millon Central Asian population of which nearly 

forty five million are Muslims really had a time of relief after the demise of the Soviet

Russia. But the Scenario after this disintergration has been much complex. Now ensued a 

struggle for influance ·and the increajing interest in Central Asia by the Islamic countries. 

A new Great Game with pan-Islam as its vital ingredient has started . Whereas the 

Central Asian Republics have earnestly begun to rediscover their rootes on a newer plane, 

Iran and Pakistan have stepped into fill the vaccum by playing the Islamic card. Turkey , 

on the other hand, is strengthening its linkages with these states on the basis of common 

historical, cuhural and ithenic ties. But Iran is leaving no stone unturned to ttlm the tide 

towards her ship on the same basis of common socio-cultural and religious affinities. 

Whether Iran is trying to exploit the general meaning of Marx's dictum-"Relegion is the 

opium of the masses" or not will be analysed in the later part of the work. And what the 

Central Asian Republic are witnessing at these Juncture is ethnic-religious resurgence, it is 

not merely return to the scriptual litaralism. The cohabitation between the State and the 

mosque, commonly asbl;ribed as fundamentalism has more importantly political and 

strategic implications for the whole region. 
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CHAYfER- II 

POLITICAL AND STRATEGIC RELATION 

The disintegration of the ex-Soviet Union and subsequent emergen(l.. of the Common 

Wealth of lndipendent states (CIS) is an unprecidented event of the present times 

which nobody ever predicted or anticipated. It has not only resuhed in the 

obiliteration of communism from Europe and the cdlapseof the USSR like a house of 

cards, but it is going tobe of far-reaching impli,iati·ons for the new emerging gloh4tl 

order. 1 

The fenlal Asian republics (CARs)-Kazakhstan Kyrghyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkifuenistan 

and Uzbekistan, emerged as indrpendent states some what reluctantly, barely a year after 

the end of the cold war. This quietly led to the period of hightenl!..d uncertainty and 
" 

unpredictability, for major changes such as the dissolution of an empire leave in their 

wake enorm<fs turbulance and disorder. These five states form a geographical 
1\ 

contiguous and compact block in Central Asia, all having predominently Muslim 

population, there by changing the balance of power m this region. 

Determinants of Iran's Foreign Policy 

While Central Asea has witnessed momentous changes, the post- revolutionary is 

witnessing distinct trends of change andcontinui~ its ~te system and politics. Iran 

under Rafsanjani Islam continues to pervade as an ideology not only as a guide for 

I. Foc further deaails see. l.K. Gujral. "USSR: The m~ocary sane". maio .aream. llllllual No.26 Oct. 1991. PP-59-65: 
R.K.Narayanan. "So\ict manges: Muhi dimw.siwal ilq!act". Ibid. pp. 6fX>7: Rajani Kcchari. "Smi<1 de-.·ekpmmL' 111 widcr 
p~ective. "Ibid. pp.71-74 .• andAric G<uralres. "Lessms frcm Soviet Revolutioo." Ibid: pp.83-84. 
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action but also legitimizing the political process m Iran. According to an Iranian 

scholar the Iranian society is characterised by three-co-exiting cultures, namely 

FARHANG-E-MILLI (national culture) FARHANG-E-DINI (religious culture) and 

FARHANG-E-GHARBI (western culture). 2 But he ignores another abiding segment 

FARHANG-E-BAZAARI (market culture) which has been a historical mainstay in the 

evolution of Iranian political behaviour. Though this sort of segmentation is not unique 

to Iran, these thought processes are represented by various social classes and political 

groups who have vested interests in protecting their cultures and interest. TI1is 

quadrilat&al interaction produces, sociaL politicals, cultural and ideological fermentation. 

In effect, this phenomenon reflects the inherent plurality and complimetarity in Iranian 

political culture. 1fie very example of this sort of compmmise in Iranian polity is 

reJected in the new name of the state JAMHOURI-E ISlAMJ-E-IRAN (Islamic 

Republic of Iran) which recognises each of soroush's trinity of culture. Perhaps this very 

synthesis of cultures explane the otherwise confliciting stance of the Iranian leaders. 

President Rafsanjani, during the last five years has cut a new path in Iranian polity. The 

hallmarks of transition have been pragmatisiiL relative libaralism, consensus building, 

and a new spirit in administrative infrastructure all with in religious syndrome. 3 

Indeed, all these features give the inipression that Iran has entered a new face of life. 

However, the pace and extent of oppening up is no doubt cautions as the move is 

cautiously ·watched by the dogmatist die-hards although some ofthem have veered to 

2. Abdul Karim S<Tou9t. "Sch Far:mg". A~ndte Ancfubd!. Td!rao Nos. 3&4. Februar}·-Mardl. 1991. 
3. '(d.. nopoliticalpartyis~ a- allowed to function sinceAvatollah Khancini'smkr in mid-1987 dis ha-ding the 

Islamic Rqmhlic Party (IRP). 
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the prevailing Rafsanjani line. "'The election for the fourth MAJU5 (April-May. 1992) 

patently boosted the new course and re-election of Rafsanjani for a second 

presidental term (June. 1993) ensured continuity of the process. His election was 
" 

percieved as a referendum on his policies during his first term. Having won, president 

Rafsanjani declared that he would cont~ue and improve upon his domestic reform. 

It is a well known fact· that the foreign policy as much reflects the domestic trends 

and the thought-process of a Government at a given point of time in any state as it is 

moulded by the eo~~ttemporary global political and economic environment. It is true 

that the partially tallent objective ~ domestic reforms in Iran was to improve its 

image abroad and to break its isolation. Sii!ce the 1980s, Iran's foreign policy 

displayel<f traces of realism, moderation, caution and activism. There appeared relalative 

diminution of the erst-while religious thrust in official prnouncements and actions. 

Rafsanjani emphasised the need for developi-}\.3- friendly relations with e,Stranged 

states and his implied acceptance of the exsiting international relations and 

organizations system alarmed his dogmatic detYactors. 5 The chief point _of contention 

was the nature of Iran's relations with the western countries. However, the Iranian elite 

took a deferrentiated view of these powers. Where as the United States government 

remained the "villain" and evil power, certatin othar European States were seen as 

benign with whom Iran could cultivate relations on a level of national inerest and mutual 

4. This group seems to have fallan in disarray. There is a <jualitaive void is clerical leadership. Old gcncratim is dving out ,,.. docs 
n<t believe in political aaivism and the new gcncraticn lacks cltarisma Y d there is ~ecullllicn th~ Ayatollah Seikh Husain 
Ali Mootazari-<ne time desi1J131ed su=x- to Ayat<>ilah Khomeini. may ~ a oome back 

5. H~atolislam Ali Akbar M~emi. "bile, admitting defeat ci his hardline group. was r~er CBNic \\ben he commented. 
"his natural that Iran's rdatim with the wot. and with the US are likely to be >Uen~encd and beccme moce solid than in the pa-.t. 
The goodwill in rdlllicn "ill be >aren~med so muclt that Rafsanjanics Go\t. "ill probably have to a~ the Majlis to sin\\ 
d..llm" Interview with the Associated Pr.:ss. The Tiru.:s of India. New Delhi. 16 April. 1992. . 
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advantage. The general Iranian approach was that if foreign countries do not attempt 

to subvert Iran's political and economic indcpendence, there was no problem in 

improving relations with them. 

After the disintegration of the Soviet Union and the emergence of the 'New five' in 

the Central Asian region, for the first time since its revolution, Iran found itself sought 

after inregional and inteptational politics. Accordingly, it gave a thrust to its foreign 

policy in 4ffferent di 'J'ections in the Persian Gulf as well as in the Central; South and 

East Asian Regions. Iran Worked on the political, diplomatic, economic and military 

planks. Iran has activised diplomacy drive for strenthening bridges with the Arab 

Sheikhdom. 6
, However, after not beeing able to secure a fonilal endor~ment of Its 

position by the GCC States, Iran veered and widened its approach and turned towQTds 

cultivati1,ng closer relations with the newly emancipated states in the North. There is. of 

course, a sequential link between Iran's policies towords the Persian Gulf and the 

Central Asian States. These efforts should be viewed as Iran's sincere desire to project 

itself as a regional power. 7 Of Iran's foreign policy priorities, the ambassador of the 

Islamic Republic of Iran in Moscow, Nematollah Izadi, singled out the near East. He 

said, "We thin~ that this region is very important for the Muslim world." 

Bilatcual Relations : With the break-up ofthe former Soviet Union, Iran found an unique 

olertunity re-establish its ties with the CARs. The new states inorder to evoke a new 

6. Fa- _a co.~rehensive essay m this ~e<i. see. ME.Ahrari. ·~ran. GCC and the security duninesicns in the Persian Gulf. • in 
Amirabmadiandantessar.No.IO.pp.l93-211. 

7. Sra:dlar. •fact<TS leading to India. Iran. <.llina pr'lloscd toy Iran: An indorwtric ,;ew. papa- presmted fa- the seminar <m· 
lnd.~lraniao relaticns in the 905. March 24-25. 1994. 
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shape of +J-(.:i..t political ct.u,t;"d' looked to words Iran's with which borde\~" have also 

posed a great ch~lenge to Iranian diploma~y. Neverthless, they quikly adjttsted to the 

new situfation and moved tow$ds establishing close ties with these new states. Iran 

allocated rial three billion in its 1992-93 budget for the re-construction of Embassies 

consulates and other necessary infra structures . 8 

Iranian foreign minister Ali Akbar Velayati paid a ten day visit to the newly ind~endent 

CARs in November, December 1991. The aim ofthe visit was the promotion of friendly 

ties with the Muslim neigbouring countries. Velayati claimed that 'the expresion of 
.... 

relation with Muslim countries has a special place in the foreign policy' of the Islamic 

Republic of Iran. 

But as regards the Central Asian States, Iran has put more emphasistl on its relations with 

Turkmenistan and Tajikistan. The first shares a common border with Iran where as the 

second has a common historical, ethinic and cultural background. Various highlevel 

delfgations including ministers, businessmen. technocrats and high officials have exchange 

visits between Iran and CARs. After the proclaimation of indtpendence by Tajikistan, 

Iran was the first country to establish diplomatic ties with the republic. The Iranian 

Embassy in 1Juslinabe was the first foreign mission in that country. In June 1992, the 

·new president of Tajikistan, Rahman Nabios accompanied by high level officials paid 

8.. Iran Today. Vol.. I. No. I. May 1992. P.B 
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his maiden foreign visit to Tehran. The visit was an important event m the course of 

relation between the two countries. In that visit. several economic, political and 

educational a~ents were singed between the two countries. Then in March 1993, 
~ ~ 

Iranian president Rafsanjani visited the CARs which led to further strengthening of ties 

between these countries. Iran signed a Memorandum of mutual understanding and co

operation with J&za~stan in November 1992. Both the sides agreed to take long 

term steps towords the 'expansion and deepening' of relations and widening mutual co-

operation in the field of politics, trade, economics as well as those of scientific, 

technical, cultural, humanita)an and information. 

Iran have been using the ECO for her ambitions to emerge as a regional power. Iran has 

revived the ECO, CSCZ and strongly supported the membership of the CARs. The 

Tehran summit of ECO in Tehran 1992 witnessed the expansion of ECO membership. 

In his ~1\D..WliM-f-:l- h Rae: . . "d "In li . I d d · • speec 1SaDjam sa1 , rea ty you are not Simp y regar e as 
~ 

'"t 
gue~. This gathering here is actually an assemblege of the members of family". 9 

Further role of these organization and Iran's efforts to use these havebeen discussed in 

the according section. 

THE REUGIO-CULTURAL DIMENSION 

The Islamic Republic of Iran, with its border touching Azerbaijian and Turkmenistan, 

has natural geographical advantage as it can provide the land locked Central Asian States 

9. J Anhoori Islami. 17 February. 1992. 
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access to the seca. The people of Tajikistan and Afghanistan have close historical-

cultural affinities, as they speak Persian language and cherish the Persian lit~ rary 

heritage. Even Iranian cultural influence though most Iranians are Shi'te Muslim as 

against the Sunni m~jority of the Central Asian Muslims, Iran has exersised its influence 

in Tajikistan. However, other neighbouring Muslim countries particularly Turkey and 

iA:l jy 
Pakistan are also in the race - ·1\extand the. : political and ideological influence in Central 

Asia. Both Turkey and Iran have opened their Embassies in all the five CARs. Iran has 

even offered diplomatic mediation to solve the A~e..~-baijan-Afmerian dispute over the 

Nagomo-Karabakh. In their overtures to woo the Muslims of Central Asia, Iran has 

tV 
started to use thet media for propoganda. Iranian Radio Broadcasts in the 

lan~ges ofthe five CARs and Azarbaijan, call upon the Central Asian to revive their 

Islamic identities. Iranian Radio has not only attacked the Russian influence in Central 

Asia but also seeks to counter Turkey's cultural ambitio"s in the region. 11 

In January 1992, Iran denounced 1"'urkey's step of screening anti-Iran films by the states-

run Turkish Television. Tehran warned Ankara to behave itself so as not to arouse the 

wrath of the Muslims. Iran further accused Turkey of Colluding with American 

Imperialism which has been a 'part of cultural plots of global arrogance against the 

Islamic revolution'. 11 Even Tehran Expects that Ankara will put hurdles in its bid to 

expant.ties with its 'backyard mends'. It also reflects Tehran's considerable awar-eness 

about Turkey sowing dissension among the newly indipenent Islamic states particularly 

I 0. P.Slobdan. 1s13mic Reawakming in Cmtral Asia : Toward<; Stability <T C<nflict?' SW..cgic Analysis. V ol.XV. No. t>. Sqlt.:mba-
1992. pp.503-518. 

II. Tdlrao Times.J0Jaouary.l992.p.l. 
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Aurbaijan and Turkmenia, which may foment unrest in Iran's vulnerable border. Another 

phenomen~ of no mean significanlQ. is the manner in which lran is penetrating into 

Tajikistan, Iran is virtually playing the role of 'Big Brother' in the strife tom and 

beleaguered republic of Tajikistan. Through careful and calculated moves. Iran is making 

deeper inroads into Tajik life, society and politics. The Tajiks and Iranian are from the 

same racial and linguistic stock and the point is that Iran is trying to encash this aspect to 

achieve its political ends. The commonality of language and culture is an effective 

instrument with Tehran to make deeper inroads in Tajikistan. Of course. it is an 

exclusive advantage to Iran and she scored it over her rivaL Saudi Arabia. in furthering 

her interests in the Central Asian Republic. It has facilitated her in supporting Qazi 

Torodjon Zadeh, the replaced chiefQazi, to raise a militia of8,000 armed men. Even 

the Democratic Party of Tajikistan receives material assistance from Iran. Indeed, 

Tehran seeks to camoflQ.Uge these clandestine but dangerous moves of destablising 

loA 
elected government in Dushanbe under the carefully built up facade of com,.on 

religion language and culture. Iran has even deputed a large army of experts in various 

fields - electronics, printing and electronic media, agriculture, tourism, chemical and petro 

chemicals industry, printing technology, civil · administration, sports. mass: 

communication to recast the Central Asian State on the Iranian model. 

But what is of utmost importance here is the .. fact that the Mu~lims of Central Asia 

have been sharing a common religious and political destiny which acts as a 'strong 

DISS 
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homogenising influence.' 11 Throughout its past history, Central Asia has played a key 

role in the disstmination of Islamic civilization in Asia, particularly in the Indian sub-

continent. Central Asia has never remained isolated from the Islamic rites and rituals. 

including festivals. Soon after their breaking loose from ex - USSR. there has been the 

resurgence of Islam. Restoration work of old and neglected mosques has gone up from a 

mere 18 to about 3,000 in Tajikistan just two years oftime. u The sermons delivered 

by mullats in mosques and technological schools preach a return to the fundmentalist 

Islam, reading and writing in Arabic script, official observance of Muslim holidays, in 

short, the local Islamisation of the Central Asian state and societal apparatus. In fact, 

even the younger breed and intelligentsia are now reviving Islam as a political force-to be 

used against the communists, rationalist and secular force in Central Asia. 14 

In such a scenario, Iran with her: 'safe-9uarding mission' is trying and playing all cards, 

so that a firm foothold could be established in this Central Asian region. However, there 

"' is no de~ ying the fact that Iran is having ail economic interest (which has been dealt in 
... 

the succeeding chapter). It is trying tq'manipulate the whole balance both politically 

and strategically. Rafsanjani while speaking at the opening of the 16th Tehran 

International Trade Fair on October I, 1990 spoke oflran as the 'region's axis of stability' 

with a strong presence in the Gulf safeguarding the region's politcal and economic 

stability. As cited earlier, behind all these moves, the religious card is always there 

with regard to the Gulf region as a whole and Central Asian region in particular. 

12. K.Warikoo. The Resurgence cXCmtral Asia. Strategic Analysis. Voi.XV. No.6. Sq>temba- 1992. p.542. 

13. Ahmed R:Nlld. 'Cmtral Asia.' Far East em Ecmomic Rc\ icw. 9 JanuarY 1992. p .18. 

14. 'Islam males a<."<"CDe hack.' Asia W«l. 40,1ohcr 1991. p.32 
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PURSUIT OF NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY/\VEAPONS 

Apart from the political penetration through her 'civilizing mission Iran, at the same 

time, is trying to use the Central Asian region r strategically to strengthen her military 

build-up. But to understand as to what has led Iran to have such an interest in the 

CARS with regard to military build-up, one needs to have an idea of the nuclear position 

of the Central Asian Republics. Out of the massive nuclear arsenel of roughly 2 7, 000 

weapons that the former Soviet Union accumulated over the past 35 years, Kazakhstan 

alone possessed 7 percent or I ,800 on its soil as on September 1991. 15 In the 

aftermath of the Sovie~· collapse, Kazakhstan was party to the agreement signed by the 

11 CIS members which committed themselves to "preserve and support common 

military and strategic space under a united command, including unified control over 

nuclear amament regulated by special agreement." 

NUCLEAR WEAPON DEPLOYMENT, AS OF SEPTEMBER 1991. 

STATES STRATEGIC GROUND AIR AIR NAVAL TOTAL 

OFFENSIVES FORCES DEFENCE FORCE FORCE 

FORCES 

KAZAKHSTAN 1,150 450 125 75 0 1,800 

TURKMENISTAN 0 30 75 20 0 125 

UZBEKISTAN 0 30 75 0 0 105 

KYRGYZSTAN 0 0 75 0 0 75 

TAJIKISTAN 0 0 75 0 0 75 

TOTAL 1,150 510 425 95 0 2,180 

15. Bank~ P<N. 25 May. 1992. 
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Source: The table appeared in the Rand paper,P. 7762, TI1e decline of the Soviet Military : 

Downsinging, Fragmentation and possible desintegration, Appendix A,p. 29 by Edward 

L.Warmer III,based on Nuclear weapon Databook, Vol.IV.Soviet Military 

power, 1990, Defence Intellegnce agency. Force structunsummary. 

In 
0 

Kazakhstan, rust of the Soviet nuclear weapon~ were 
" 

tested at a site near 

Semipalatinsk, which had caused massive environmental hazards. This led to numerous 

protests and ultimately Kazkstan decided to ban nuclear testing on its soil when it 

' procl~~ed independence in October 1990. And. by January 1992,the command and 

"" control systems for the 1 80 silo-b )Sed ss-18 ICBMs in· Kazakhstan were modified to 

preclude rapid lauch. 

Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev intially spoke of his disire to destroy the 

nuclear weapons based on their territory as rapidly as possible.However, later during 

f 
US Secrlary o( state,James Baker's visit to Alma-Ata in December 1991 ,he changed his 

~ 

position, asserting that Kazakhastan would not relinS1J1sh its nuclear armsas long as such 

weapons are maintained in Russia. 16 This was indeed a d'vlomatic move by Nazarbayev 

to-( a )gain support from the Islamic world and(b )to bargain for maximum help from the 

west. This revised position on nuclear weapons gave an indication of Kazakhstan's 

willingness to hold on to the weapomon its soil as a means to ensure its participation 

m the collective decision-making arran~ents under the Commenwealth . With regard to 
'\ 

16. EcM·ard LWamer. The decline d"the Sovid Militay 1992. p.29. 
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its nuclear state status, the very article 9 of NPT declares that,,. a state which 

manufactured and exploded nuclear weapons before 1967 is a nuclear state." 

However, during his visit to Washington on 19 and 20 May 1992, ~·ak~an embraced a 

plan to implement a ~aty reducing long-ranging nuclear missiles. His agreement to join 

a five-sided protocel to the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START), meant that it 

will eliminate all the weapons in seven years begirtmg with the treaty ratification. Apart 
A . 

from its nuclear capacity 104 of the former Soviet Union's 308 SS-18 missiles are 

deployed at two bases in Kazakhstan alongwith 40 Bear-H bombers capable of carrying 

AS-15 air launched cruise missiles. 

Even though Kazakhstan decided to sign the NPT, as a nuclear-free-state, following 

the signing of a collective security part at the CIS summit in Tashkent, the enriched 

uranium stockpile available in Central Asia is likely to become accessible to external 

buyers. Kazakhstan and Tajikistan hold 30 per cent of the Uraru ium reserves of the 

former Soviet Union. But the recent CIA Studies show a wider significant distrubution 

of Uranium reserves in even Turkmenistan. Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. And as all the 

newely emerged Islamic states are facing severe economic problems, the possibility of 

sale., of uranium to raise hard currency is high and is causing serious concern to the 

West in particular and the who-l~lobal order in general. Perhaps this very concern of 

Washington resulted in an arrangement between the US and Tajikistan to limit the 

ex1>ort of C~ntral Asian uranium in February 1992. 
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The past experience suggest the 'games' of Iran to be of decisive scenarios. During the 

late 1960s through the mid to late 1970s, Iran alligned herself with the west and 

supported the backed Oman's Dhofar rebellion on Oman's Southern borders against 

South Yemen while Iran generally supported the other conservative Gulf region..:s, the 

Shah's regional ambitions grew with the passage of time. And a time came when Iran's 

forces dominated from the United Arab Emirates. Hence the initiatives taken by Iran 
'• 
I 

seeking to forge close cuhural economic pol' 'tical and strategic relations with Central 

Asian republcs can prove to be a pointer towards the futUre course of events. 
1\ 

The interaction of the Islamic States, especially Iran, in the nuclear field with the 

Muslim Central Asian States has been the focus of international attention. Ahhough it has 

been denied by the concerned parties, the world community has been given to 

understand that Iran is in the final stage of assembling at least three nuclear weapons from 

disassembled parts acquired from the Islamic states of former Soviet Union. 17 The 

Iranian leadership perhaps see the time as ripe for the realisation of the vision of a Pan-

Islamic bloc, dominated by who else but Iran. As Yossef Bodansky claims, "Tehran's 

sense of urgency is based on the anticipation of a major crisis resulting from an attempt 

by the US to -p~vent the realisation ofthe revival of Islam. 18 

It has also been reported that the visit of Iranian intelligence delegation to Central Asian 

Muslim Republics began way back in the spring of 1991. Chambiz, and Iranian official 

17. For funhcr details <Xnsuh. Anthwy H.Ca-dcsmat.. 'After the Stcnn: The dlanging Military Bal30..-.;, in the Middle F..a>~. Wes.-View 
Press Loodw.l993. 

18. Y ossaf Bodaoslr.y. 'Iran Acquires Nuclear W ~ms 30d mow to Pro\ ide cover to Russia. Dcfen..-.;, ForeillJl Affairs Str3h.-gjc l'ol.icy. 
Febnian 1992.p.l 
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and also an expert in weapons of mass destruction, met several officials from Tajikistan. 

Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan, who pledged support for the Iranian guest for an Islamic 

bomb. The other deal was carried on by Chamran a nuclear physicist, who was 

assigned the task to recruit fonner soviet experts for work in Iran. In a deal reached 

between Iran and Kazakhstan, Iran agreed to pay 130-150 million US dollars for three 

nuclear weapons. 19 Iran is also reported to have recruited 50 experts and 200 senior 

technicians mostly from the Kurchatov Institute in Sernipalatinsk (Kazakhstan) to build a 

nuclear weapon in Iran. These experts were offered an annual salary of 200,00 pound 

sterlings. 21 The Iranian recruitment list included Vladimir Kubov and Phillip 

Gurkhanian from the same Kurchatov Institute in Moscow, Arsen Hamidadeh from 

Kazakhstan and Alexander Ahmediadew from Turkmenistan. 21 Isreal made a disclosure 

that a Russian nuclear expert had defected to Iran and that man would be able to 

manufacture a nuclear weapon by the end of the decade. 22 After a lull of couple of y~s it 
" 

was reported that the United States had pre- empted any prospect of an Iran-

Kazakhstan nuclear deal by shipping out 600 kgs of uranium, with Russian 

connivance , under "operation saphire".23 

Perhaps all these activities of Iran were due to the fact that it was one of the few countries 

to benefit from the Gulfwar. Iraq's invasion of Kuwait gave her a new respectability in 

the new emerging· world order. And apart from importing the military equipment Iran 

has been exporting Islamic fundamentalism, providing money and cadres throughout the 

19. Ibid. p.J. I 

20. FBIS...SOV-9-031. 14 February !992.p.4. 
21. YossefBoda!sky. q~.cit .. p.J. 
22. Andy Goldba:ga:td h;eph Finkle Stme. 'Rlm:m Nuclear Scimtist.s D..fect to lr:m The Times cllndia. Julv 15. 1992. 
23. The Times <i"lndia, 0..~ J. 1994. · . 
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Middle-east and Central Asia. u 

These efforts of Iran on the political front have led Turkey and Saudi Arabia to provide 

money and advisors to the Central Asian countries. But it will be premature to tell 

whether Iran has any real amibition to dominate any of the republics or it is simply 

seeking economic and cultural influence. 

Iran has also been maintaining con~ tact<? with anti-regime sht' it~ in Bahrain, Kuwait. 

Qatar, Saudi Arabia's eastern province and the United Arab Emirates, thereby displaying 

its active interest in West Asian affairs. It has even provided support to Islamic 

fundamentalist movements outside the GUlf: including those in Algeria, Moroco, 

Tunisia and Egypt. It has been particularly active in backing the fundamentalist FIS 

movement in Algeria, although the rise of Islamic fundamentalism in Algeria is 

certainly of native origin and has been sustained largely by decades of mis-rule by 

Algeria's military junta. Iran plays a major role in supporting Sudan's hardline Islamic 

fundamentalist govement now led by Lt. Gen. Omar Hassan at Bashir and religious leaders 

like Sheik Hassan - al - Tourabi. Keeping these aspects in view alongwith the unstable 

state of conditions in the Central Asian States due to ethnic-strife, economic depression 

and the political atmosphere, one can say that Iran is aiming at not only the expansion of 

its economic and cultural ties, but mainly to strengthen its political presence in Central 

Asian Region. 

24. Wa!bingtmTimes.Deoembcr 17.1991.p.F~. 
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CHAPTER- IU 

DEVELOPING ECONOMIC RELATIONS 

The disintegration of the former Soviet Union has manifested itself m the 

independence of the 15 countries on the positive side but at the same time, certain social 

political and economic problems too were brought in by this tumult. There has been 

adverse impact of this collapse on the economics of all the former republics of USSR 

and more so on the Central Asian States. This was simply due to the fact that in the part 

there was a close economic linkage among the republics based on the principle of 

. 
economic specialisation and cooperation since the Soviets considered the entire country 

as a single economiq complex. And as the Central Asian republics were relatively less ' 

developed economically, they depended more on the centre for resource allocation 

and also for the supply oflarge number of consumer goods, machinery and equipments. 

An idea about the economic impact ofthe disintegration can be had from the fact that 

in the opinion of the Kazakhstan's President, Nursultan Nazarbayev, the collapse of 

production in the CIS countries including Central Asian Reupublics.. is comparable to 

the catastrophe caused by the second world war. The Central Asian Republics have been 

struggling to survive on the economic front. And before we go deeper into the 

economic relationshiP betweehthe Central Asian Republics and Iran, a quick look at the 

prevaiuling economic situation in the Central Asian Republics will be useful. Central 

Asian states are experiencing problems of inflation, uneinployment, shortages and 

decline in production. This general slump can be e>.:plained primarily by a dramatic 
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decrease in agricultural and industrial productions volumes, reduction of investment 

activity, high inflation and a general decrease in the capacity ofthe consumer market. The 

rate of the growth of nominal monetary income of the people of Central Asian Republics 

is significantly behind the growth of the consumer prices of goods and services 

( calcul~ated on the basis of change · in the value of the family's market basket) in 

practically all the Central Asian Republics. The economic condition of the Central 

Asians can also be gleaned by the fact that in December 1992, the retail trade prices 

exceeded the December 1991 level by almost 17.8 times and when one compares it with 

the price level of December 1990 (the period preceding the 1991 reform and the price 

liberalization of 1992) then the consumer goods prices increased by 43.4 times. 

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IN IRAN 

Iranian President, Rafsanjani's prognosis on the effects of Iran's policy on economy 

and vice-versa has been indeed very logical. He believes that economic reconstruction 

require political stability and security, which in tum, necessiate political liberalization. 

Iran in : \ favour of a mixed economy ~naged by technocrats be-;ing conscious that 

progress in this direction requires normalisation of relations with foreign countries. 

lran'!l has been persuing this objective with fragmentation and caution·• 
. .. 

I. Farhmg. Mmsoor. 'Forew<X"d : lrm and the P'risms « Politic31 Cuhure'. In F arsouo and MashayaiJii. ( ak ). lrm Political Cuhure 
in the Islamic Republic of Iran. Lwdm. 1992. p.XIll. 
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With regard to economy, vanous strategies rangmg between Western Capitalism, 

socialist centralism and Islamic socialism have been floated. In a broader perspective. 

the approach has been bold, flexible and market oriented. However a virtual fiscal 

paralysis, domestic recession and continued uncertainly have cast a shadow on much of 

the economy of Iran. 

More then 80 percent of Iran's forei '¥~exchange earnings continue to come from oil sales. 

As _-pices dipped to their lowest levels since 1988, the impact has been devastating. On an 

average crude oil _ prices were down in 1993 $ 6 or 25 percent when compared to 1992 

levels. 2
• This meant that each dollar loss on the price was leading to the loss of the 

billion dollars with regard to the annual revenue. Although oil export earnings target were 

set at $16.8 billion for the Iranian year 1372AM (March 1993-94), experts projected 

actual earnings to be around$ 14.5 billion only. Fall in oil prices, foreign trade, foreign 

exchange have reduced Iran's ability to import more goods. Other important factors 

like the short term foreign financial commitments and the devaluation of the rial have 
·t, 

also contnouted Iran's economic problems. It is in this context that Iran has intensified 

its efforts to forge economic linkages with the Central Asian Republics. For over a 

century, Russia had dtctated the terms and the nature of contacts between Central Asia 

and Iran and had encouraged only those links which furthered its own political and 

economic ambitions. Under the Soviets, Iran was painted something as the 'devil', the 

'Satan' in the Central Asian States. Iran's record after the Islamic revolution affirmed 

2. Kasai. Vahit. 'A Re\~ew of Iran's Ecrnomy in 1993. in lr.m Business Mmit<'l" . .lanuar;• 1993. 
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v 
this belief However, after the demise of USSR in 1991, Iran che ished its dreams of 

bringing Central Asia back into the 1slamic fold,but was unable to do much beyond 

beaming of radio transmissions of Quranic recitations 3 and traditional music and 

poetry towards the Central Asian Republics. Of course, Turkmenistan proved to be a 

fertile ground for all this due to the weak transmission networks of Soviet broadcasts, 

but this was more on aesthetic and cultural grounds rather than a consequence of 

fe Wct,\Y 

incipient religious r 

However, by the beginning of 1992, both Iran and the Central Asian states e: evinced 

their eagerness to exPlore the economic and logistical advantages that a close relationship 

with each other could offer. The ,concept of recreating the 'silk route' has acquired a 

potency far beyod its economic significance: ina way it has become a symbol<. of rebirth 

for the entire region. 4 Numerous delegations have exchanged visits between the 

Central Asian states and Iran over the past four years. The relationship between these 

republics and Iran has been further strengthened by high-profile visits from the 

Presidents of Central Asian Republics to Iran. President Rajsanjani's visit to 

Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan and Turkministan in October 1993 further 

consolidated these visits. Areas of mutual interest have been explored on . these 

occassions regarding transport, trade, technology and culture leading to signing of a 

number of bi-lateral protocels. 

3. For further ddails see. D. Banerjee. 'Recent De\·dqnnmts in Cmtral Asia and their Sa:urity lmplica.ims'. Straqpc Analysis. Vol. 
XV. No.6. &ptanba- 19!>2. pp.489-502 

4. For more ddails see. K. Warikoo. q>.cit. 
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DEVEWPING COMMUNICATION LINKS 

The area of cooperation that has been given priority by both Central Asian Republics 

and Iran is that of transport and communications. For the Central Asian Republics 

which have long been entirely dependent on Russia for channels of communications with 

the outer world, diversifYing their outlets has been of a high priority. At the time of the 

collapse of the Soviet Union, a small portion of the Mashhad-Sarakhs rail link still 

remained to be completed. An agreement was concluded with China whereby China 

agreed to exchange its techni~ experts provide railway parts and transfer technology to 

assist the Iranian railway in constructing the Mashad - Sarak.hs rail line and established 

new rail lines too. 5 There were other agreement with regard to the Mashhad - Karman 

- Zahedan line (approximately 1,500 kms)' and the Bafgh- Bandar. A memorandl.Qll of 

cooperatiOI\Of understanding on joint cooperation in the field of transportation was 

signed between Iran and Kazakhstan on 29 February, 1992.7 Earlier an agreement was 

reached on the continuous transportations between the ports of Anjali and Nowshahr in 

Iran and Ekta'o in Kazakhstan. The Kazakh side proposed even close cooperation with 

the Arabian companies in order to increase the capacity of and promote the Ekta'o port 

project. The two countries agreed to initiate work to increase the road transportatioh 

between the two countries in terms of goods and passengers. They also agreed to 

establish flights between Tehran and Alina-Aley . 

.5. SWB MEIWO 263, .5 January, 1993, pA-113. 
6. P.Stobdan. ~.cit., p . .502. 
7. SWB MEIWO 221. 10 March 1992.pA-I/6 
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At the same time, Iran has evinced close interests in Turkmenistan. Borders between 

Iran and Turkmenia were opened at three points - Ashkhabad, Gasankuli and Locfabad. 

Construction work on the Mashhad-Srakhs railway began on 15th May, 1992 and in this 

ceremony Iran's President, Rafsanjani and Ata Charyyev, Turkmenistan's first Vice 

President, were present. 8 The project was to be implemented using the sum of 140 billion 

rials and and 150 million dollers in foreign currency in seven sections covering a 

distance of 165 kms. The Islamic Revolution guards corps constructed the first section 

which was 27 km. long. This rail line links Mashhad to Sarakhs and to Tedzhen in 

T~ a total of 266 km. in length. This railway is a one way electric line 

equipped with a central control system. This railway is desinged to be capable of 

transporting 3mt of goods and 500,000 passengers during its first year of operation. Its 

transport capability was to be enhanced in future years to transport I 0 mt of goods 

and 2m passengers. Regular flights have started between Iran and Turkmenistan. 

Simultaneously Iran Air signed an accord with Tajikistan also for starting regular 

flights between Tehran and Dushanbe which was subsequently to make a stop in 

Mashhad on its way from Tehran to Dushanbe. 

Iran also entered into similar agreement with Kyrgyzstan on air and road transport. By 

virtue of an agreement signed on 24 August, 1992, the Kyrgyz transport minister 

proposed the establishment of -an air link ' between the two country's capitals. Iran 

agreed to provide Kyrgyzstan with expertise in road transport and the management of 

8. SWB MEIWO 232.26 May 1992.pA-I/1 
9. SWB MEIWO 246. 1 Sq>temba- 1992. pA-1/2 
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airports and airline companies. The two sides also agreed to the establishment of the 

Tajan Srakhs railway by the five Central Asian Countries and its onward connection to 

the Iranian railway network. With regard to Uzbekistan, Iran concluded an accord on 

expanding cooperation in rail, air and road transport. Both Iran and Uzbekistan have 

agreed to cooperate on the construction of the Mashhad Sarakhs railway and onthe 

formation of a joint railway company. Iran has even agreed to construct a concrete-

producing plant in Uzbekistan. 11 Iran's experts would assess Uzbekistan's road 

transport capabilities and draw up plans for increased cooperation in this area. 

The plans of cooperation in transport and communication sectors between Central Asian 

states and Iran ~ coincided with similar plans to connect the Central Asian 

Republics with China. 11 Kazakhstan's Supreme Soviet adopted a raw on the 

establishment of free economic zones in some oblasts along the routes of railway that 

shortened the distance between Moscow and Peking and linked them via Kazakhstan 
. 

and the 'Xingjiang Uygu! Autonomous region when it became operational in 1992. 12 

~ 

On 12th June 1993, the Iranian cargo vessel Iran Bashit; with a capacity of 3,000 

tonnes, docked at the port of Anjali, in northern Iran to unload cargo from the 

Republic of Kazaklstan. 13 Thus the shiping link between Iran and Kaza~an, 
" 

even 

stands established shipping on goods between Anjali and Turkmenistan had been 

launched with the docking of an Iranian ship in the port ofKrashovodsk. 14 The 

10. SWB MEIWO 289.6July 1993.pA-1/1 
11 ~ SUIWO 16I.li.January 199I.pA-1/2 
12. SWB SU/WO 18451GI2. 13 November 1993 
13. SWB MEIW0287.22.hme1993pA-1/2 
14. SWB MEIW0252.13CKtobcr 1992.pA-1/1 
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Caspian sea shi~ing company has been operatint three cargo ships between A wyali, 

Krashovodssk and Baku. 15 Anjagr~ment between Iran and Turkmenistan for the joint-" 

development of south-eastern water> of the Caspian Sea and its Golden Beach has also 

w 
been sr ,gned. To more ports are also being devoleped on the Iranian shore in 

. A 

Amirabad and Kereydoon Kerar region and feasibility studies have been carried out on a 

third port - Bardar - e - Jorkinan. Thus, Iran has been providing outer contacts to the 

Central Asian Republic - through rail, road and air ways. It must be made clear that 
vJ~IIIw\U~·o"'-

through these developments in '--.. · . links Iran has been furthering her own 

interests in the economic field. 

DEVELOPING TRADE RELATIONS 

The trade links between Central Asian region and Iran were initiated as soon as the 

travel restrictions were relaxed. In the private sector, the mains thrust area has been the 

establishement of joint venture - most!)~- concerned with import - export operations. V" 

In Turkmenistan, the 'Pars' group has been attempting to set up a tri-lateral venture 

involving their German trading partners 'FBS'. A highly successful exhibition of the 

goods was held at Ashkhabad by 'Pars' in October 1992. The products offered were 

mostly ~thes, shoes, textiles, sanitary were, building materials, automibiles and food ,.._ 

products. 1
' The 'Pars' group ha~ also been very much active -in Kazakhstan. 17 

.. 
However, in Uzbekistan, it is the 'Separd' group of Iran that is leading the way. A joint 

15. Ibid 
16. Tud:mensl:aya lskara, 28 September 1992: J Octroer 1992: I Dcambcr 1992 
17. K~yaPravada.l2 September 1992. 
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venture with the Uzbek government corporation 'SHARK'(Orient) was launched in 

November 1992 under the name of'Uzsepard'. The initial capital for the joint venture 

was acquired through the ~e of'Separd' goods in Uzbekistan which included washing 

machines, clothes and shoes. They also plan to develop carpet weaving, ceramic and 

wood carvings 18 industries in Uzbekistan. However there has been considerable 

growth in trade between Iran and Turkmenistan, which is largely due to their common 

borders. Both Iran and Turkmenistan signed on joint investment and ·an economic 

agreement. The ·exchange of goods between Khorashan Provines and the Republic of 

Turkmenistan on 9th Janaury, 1992 in Mashhad. 19 Based on this agreement, which was 

signed between a number of managers of the factories under the supetvision of the 

ministry of industry in Khorashan Province and the managers of the factories of the 

Republic of Turkmenistan, the factories of Khorasan Province were to export serge, 

blankets and leathergoods in return for 1,000 tones of cotton, 50,000 sq. meters of 

machine made carpets and 200,000 petts. Even a group of agricultural experts from 

Khorasan visited Ash.khabad to help carry out an experimental cuhivation of I. 5 tonnes 

of beets on an area of 1,000 hectares in Turkmenistan. 21 On their part Turkmen 

agricultural experts supervised the cotton farming in Khorasan Province on an area of 

1,000 ha. 

Iran provideed special export credit of80 million dollars 21 for trade with Turkmenistan. 

Under this agreement covering three months period, Iran was to import goods and raw 

18. Narodno21e Slovo, 17 NO\'CIIlbcr 1992 
19. SWB MEIW0214.25Jatuar~>1992,jJA-lll 
20. SWB MF..IWO 217. II F~· 1992,p.A-ill: Ibid. MEIWO 272.9 March 1993. pA-1/1. 
21. SWB MEIW0222.17Mart:b 1992.pA-1/1 
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materials for industry from Turkmenistan. in exchange for sending 260.000 tonnes of 

foodstuffs there. The Deputy Head of the Turkmenistan Foreign Committee during his 

visit to Khorasan Province in early March 1992. concluded 7 agreements and 2 

memoranda for understanding in the fields o( industry and transport with the official of 

. ~· ·t that provmce. •• In ye! anothevagreement. Member of Turkmen President's council. At a 

Charyyev. during his visit to Iran. clinched a deal with regard to the exchange of cotton 

and good worth 37 million dollars. 23 In No\'ember 1992. about 17 economic and 

commercial protocols worth a total of 6. 76 billion dollars were again signed between Iran 

and Turkmenistan. 24 

Iran has been acti\'e in Tajikistan \\ith regard to developing trade linkages. Both the 

countries signed an agreement whereby a joint company named Tajiran based in the 

Dushanbe was opened.~ This Tajiran coordinates the cooperation between the two 

countries. The basic objectives of the company is to ex-pand the bilateral economic 

cooperation and transportation network. transfer of technology, industrial and 

development projects and setting up of chain stores in Tajikistan. About 400,000 tonnes 

of aluminium ingots. 100.000 tonnes of timber of various kind and I million tonne of 

cotton were imported by Iran from Tajikistan in 1992. 26 Again synthetic fibre producing 

complex in Dushanbe of a capacity of 2.000 tonnes a year. 27 Iran even allowed 

Tajikistan to use her routes to import and e:\-port goods on 7th July 1992. By the same 

22. SWB ME/W0222.17Mard! 1992.p.A-I/I 
23. SWB MEI\'10 230.12 Ma\' 1992.p.A-I/2 
24. SWB MEIWO 259. I lh"ml.her 1992. p A-1/2 
25. SWB MEIWO 254. 27 0 .. 1,>ba- 1992. P-'\-1/3 
26. Ibid 
27. SWB Mr-JWO 237.30 .hm" 199::. p.A-1/2 
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agreement, the Iranian and Tajik Road Ministers agreed that passenger and cargo 

vehicles should use the Tajikistan - Uzbekistan - Turkmenistan routes or the Tajikistan -

.,k . 
A,gamstan routes. 

Iran and Tajikistan reached an agreement on the conditions of 50 million dollar loan to 

Tajikistan for the purchase of industrial facilities from Iran. 2" On 30th June. 1992. Iran 

and Tajikistan signed a five year memorandum of wtderstanding on cooperation in the 

economic, educational and industrial fields. Iran, by this agreement has agreed to transfer 

technology in telecommunication, dam building, oil research and exploitation and the 

querrying of mines. 

In this way, there exists viable trade relations between Iran and the Central Asian region. 

It is evidenced by the fact that during the year March 1992 - March 1993. about 7. 704 

tones of non-oil goods to the nlue of 1.207 billion rials were exported from the 

Khorasan Province to the Central Asian Republicans. 29 The exports included food stuffs. 

clothes, seed. potatoes, fiuits, biscuits, toiletaries and hygenic equipments. The goods 

"' were exported to he republics of Turkmenistan. Tajikistan. Uzbekistan. Kazakistan and 
A 

Azerbaijan. During the same period. 47.251 tones of goods, to the value of I. 771 billion 

rials were exported from Turkmenistan to the Khorasan province. Tite imports included 

motor cycles, cement, asbestos, steel, electrical appliances, power station equipments, 

clothing, pressed wood, lorries, paper, cardboard. chemicals and machine made carpets. 

28. SWB ME/WO 2]8. 7 Juh 1992. p./\-112 
29. SWB ME.IWO 280.4 Mav 1993.p.A-112 
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OIL AND GAS LINKS ~ ~ 

Iran is one of the world's major oil states although it has smaller reserves than Iraq 

and far smaller reserves than Saudi Arabia. However, the petroleum sector account for 

about 90% of Iran's exports. Iran had produced about 39 billion barrels of oil by the end 

of the 1990, that is when Soviet Russia was on the brink of disintegration, and had a 

relatively high reserve - to - production ratio of 55%.Jt In this situation, it was quite 

normal to develop the oil and gas links with the Central Asian Republics. Iran has 

been too keen to develop agreements \\ith the Caspian littoral countries. An agreement 

signed with Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and the Russian federation, 31 

provides for joint oil and gas exploration., fisheries and fishing in the Caspian Sea Zone. 

\._ 

Iran has even entered into some agreements with Kaza~an which has surplus oil. Major .. 

oil sources are found in the vast Tenghiz fields in KazaWtstan which alone have a 

recoverable reserve of at least 6 to 9 billion barrels and also at the north-eastern 

segment of the Caspian Sea. Huge natural gas reserves are found at Karachaganak. 

During the summit meetig of economic cooperation organisation in February 1992 in 

" Tehran the Deputy Prime Minister ofK.azakfstan, Baykenov called on Iranian Oil Minister .. 
Gholamreza Aqazadeh and sought Iran's help in building an oil refinery and conducting 

oil eJQploration projects. Even the Vice-President of Turkmenistan, Atta Chariyev, 

· during the same summit of Economic Cooperation Organization requested the Iranian oil 

30. Oil and Gas Journal. September 1991.p.62 
31. SWB MEJI.I."O 213. 14 January 1992. p.A-115 .. lhtJ !.tE/WO 280.4 May 1993. p.A-112. 
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Minister to help in building a motor oil plant and refinery in that republic. Aqazadeh 

agreed to send a group of Iranian consultants to Ashkhabad for feasibility study of 

cooperation m the gas 'industry and the building of a motor oil refinery plant :in that 

republic. 32 

At the conclusion of the visit of the President of Turkmenistan to Iran, a joint 

communique was released in whicb Iran declared its readiness to offer its resources and 

expertise to overcome Turkmenistan difficulties. The two countries agreed to use each 

others territory for the transit of goods. Iran even agreed in principle to a request from 

Turkmenistan that it should provide the necessary facilities for the export of upto 40 

billion cu m of gas from Turkmenistan over an unspecified period. 33 Again, yet another 

multi-billion dollar agreement was signed between Iran and Turkmenistan on oil and gas 

when a member of the Turkmen President's council, Ata Charyyev visited Tehran in 

May 1992. l4 Talking about this deal he claimed that Turkmenistan had not concluded 

agreements of"such vast scope with any other country until now". 3~ 

In a meeting on I st August 1992, between the Iranian oil Minister and the Turkmen 

Ambassador36 in Tehran it was agreed that a group of experts from Turkmenistan 

would visit Iran in order to examine the technical aspects of the proposal for a pipe line 

to export Iranian natural gas to Turkmenistan. During the same month, the Iranian oil 

Minister announced after his return from the Republic ofKazakhstan that discussions had 

32. SWB MEIWO 219.25 Fdnuary 1992. p.A-1/1 
33. Ibid. SWB MEIWO 280. 4 May 1993. p.A-112 
34 SWB ME/WO 230. 12 May 1992.p.A-I/2 
35. SWB MEIWO 243. II Au~ 1993. p.A-1/2 
36 SWB MEIW0230. 12 May 1992.p.A-I/2 
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been held on the build~ and reconstruction of Kazakhstan's refineries. 37 
It was also 

agreed to design the building of a motor oil factory with annual capacity of 1.80.000 

tonnes with Iranian expertise. Discussions were also held on linking the Kazakhstan -

Azerbaijan oil pipe line to Tabrij \ia Baku in order to make oil ex-ports possible. A 

statement of understanding was signed for ex-panding the cooperation between the two 

countries in the field of energy a fuel resources - specially oil and gas in November 

1992.38 

4>la.J, 
In this way Iran and Central,.states specially Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan have evolved 

an institutional frame work to facilitate mutual cooperation in oil and gas sectors in order 

to achieve optimum benefits from their rich energy resources. In this area Iran's 'Petro-
.. 

dollar diplomacy' are easily disem'able behind which Iranian crippling economies 

interest and the ideological thrust are the main factors. 

ILLEGAL CROSS-BORDER TRADE 

Apart from the development of communication and trade linkages in both the public and 

private sectors, there has also begun illegal cross border trade between the Central Asian 

Republics and Iran after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Tajikistan, Uzbekistan. 

Kyrgystan and Kazakhstan are on the verge of turning into a 'Golden Triangle'3' of 

Hashish and opium production like the one that exists already in South-East Asia. The 

37. SWB MEIWO 2-15. 25 Aug~N 1992. p.A-1/2 
38. SWD MEIWO 256.10 November 1992.p.A-112 
39. FBIS-USR-93~)5. 13 Janum~v 1993. pp.I00-101 



Mafia that operates within the boundaries of the Central Asian Republics is with 

enviable efficiency actively striving to establish contacts with its Western partners in 

general and the Italians in particulars. It helps the latter 'launder' drug dollars and invest 

them in privatisation through the new banking network. Alain La brousse, Director of the 

Geopolitical Observatory for Narcotics Tracking, claims that the 'ranks of mafia 

structures are being reinforced by former KGB personnel' ..... 

The basic cause behind this unprecedented drug boom where opium is used as a sort of 

'local currency' has been, as claimed by Labrousse, is the worsening economic crisis in 

those areas. "It is becoming more and more profitable for collective farmers in those 

areas (Central Asia) to cultivate and seD poppies, cannabis and other crops from 
' 

which narcotic substances can easily be manufactured". 41 It is estimated that there 

are 1,38,000 hectares of Cannabis in the Chu river valley of Kazakhstan. And no 

. out of the ruins of the former Soviet Empire there is emerging a mighty drug power, 

which will simply add another 'Golden Triangle' on the global plain but with serious 

repurcussion. However, the only positive aspect is that the Iranian government is 

cooperating with the Central Asian authorities to try to stamp out this draconian 

menace. 42 

40. FBIS-USR-93-005.13Jaou.ary !993.p.IOI 
41. Ibid ' 
42. FBIS-USR-93-009. 27 Jmu.ary 1993. pp.ii3-114 
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ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION ORGANISATION & CASPIAN SEA 

COOPERA TIO~ ZONE 

As discussed earlier, Iran has been active m encouraging bilateral relation v.ith all 

the Central Asian Republics. At the same time, Iran has also been the driving force 

behind the creation of two multilateral regional groupings. The first of these - the 

Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO) was not. in fact. a new coalition. but only an 

enlarged, revitalized version of a previous series of alliances. In February 1955, Turkey 

a~ Iraq formed a Western- sp· onsored mutual defence treaty which was ex-panded later 
" 

in the same year to include Pakistan and Iran. However Iraq \\ithdraw from the Pact in 

1958 and it was later ren:"'amed as Central Treaty Organization (CENTO). After a 

long span of time. in 1984 Iran tried to give a new lease of life to this alliance which was 

given the name of Economic Cooperation Organisation. But the new life was fnfused 

into the Economic Cooperation Organisation only in Februal)' 1992 when Iran hosted 

the first summit meeting of the Heads of state of Economic Cooperation Orgaisation 

members in Tehran. 

In order to influence the Central Asian Republics, the Presidence of Uzbekistan. 

Turkmenistan and Tajikistan were specially invited. Quite naturally. this event was 

viewed with surprise and even disquiet by some sections ofthe international community, 

who feared something of 'Pan-Islamic' a xi( s. However President Rafsanjani stressed the 

irnportantl of economic rather than politics in the new situation. In his message to the 

International conference on oil and gas. held in Isfahan on 12 May 1991 Rafsanjani this 



policy of'new outlook'. Iran's Foreign Minister Vilayati also underscored the fact that "a 

new order is emerging in the world in \vhich economic consideration overshadow the 

political priorities." 

Economic Cooperation Organization has dra\\11 plans to develop satellite 

communications and transport links between member States, to lower tariff barriers 

and to create a postal union. The creation of a regional bank to aid investment is also 

under discussion. 43 However, these high flying objectives have failed to get a vigorous 

start considering the magnitude of the problems on the domestic economic front of all the 

concerned countries on one hand and by the latest and at times overt ..._. rivalry between 

_the original members - Iran, Turkey and Pakistan to establish their 0\\11 'special 

relationships' with the Central Asian Republics. 4!1 

The second regional grouping, the Caspian Sea Cooperation Zone (CSCZ) launched in 

... 
February 1992. coincided with the First Summit Meetig of Economic Cooperation 

Organization in Tehran. This Caspian Sea Cooperation Zone brings the five littoral 

1.. 
states of the Caspian Sea: Azerbaijan. Iran, Kazakjstan, Russia and Turkmenistan 

together made like one platform. Economic Cooperation Organization. the Caspian Sea 

Cooperation Zone also has its headquarter in Tehran. There are a number of conm10n 

concerns, including specific issues regarding the protection and exploitation of the 

·B. Shirin Akiner. ('{'.cit .• p. 2 52. 
44. For more tktai.ls s«. P.Stobdan. 1slamic Rcawakmin~ot m Cmtral Asia T<l\\ard~ Stahilit\ or Cml1i,"ts·>'. Strat.-gic /\nal'~'· \',;j XV. 
No.6. September 199J.f'P 503-518. 
45. Shirin Akincr. <'{).~'it .. p.25:. 
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Caspian Sea's resources. Tite increasing industrialisation of the coastal reg1on means 

c . ~ 
that urgent attenti:_ 1n must be given to this problems if large scale econonuc d,ptage 

is to be avoided. Pollution is another problem to the ecological balance of the Sea. 

Though Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan claim to be the 'cleanest' ofthe littoral states. the 

fact remain that the problem is common to all and effective group mechanisms a~ 

required to monitor pollution levels and to enforce complaince with agreed nomts. 

Economic linkages has developed to a greater extent in between Iran and the Central 

Asian Republics from the period 1990-94. The deepening economic crisis, which had 

permeated the Central Asian Republics after the Soviet Union's collapse was simply 

the strongest factor which pushed the Central Asian Republics, towards the 'outer 

space'. At the other hand, Iran too after its major engagements during the 1980s had lost 

much space on the intem~ional plane. Its economy which had suffered to a much 
A 

1\ 
larger ex1et due to the Iran-Iraq war. was in need for some economic collaborators. 

A 

which after the breakdown of USSR was provided by the adjoining Central Asian 

Republics. Apart from this, Iran perceiving itself as the "protector of Islam". saw such 

a fulfilling mission in this Central Asian Region. Hence. a period of econonuc 

cooperation has ensured and the two organisation- Economic Cooperation Organisation 

and the Caspian Sea Cooperation Zone are the best possible institutional mechanism.t 

to facilitate the same. But to claim that these two organisations have been evolved by 

Iran just for the sake of economic linkages will be too simplistic. These organisations 

have come int~ being for something more than only economic cooperation as is 

believed by most of the analysts. This point is strengthend by the \·ery comment of 



President Rajsanjani at the very first summit of Economic Cooperation Organisation 

held on February 1992 in Tehran. "Economic Cooperation Organisation would first step 

towards regional alliance that could develop into a world power. It was natural for the 

predominantly Muslim ex-Soviet Republics to tum to Economic Cooperation 

Organisation. The Economic Cooperation Organisation members and other Muslim 

States of South West Asia can form a powerful 'political cum economic body' in the 

region and present themselves as a world power. .u; The fact is that Iran is simultaneously 

using culture and religion for expanding its influence in Central Asian Republics and 

is not merely relying on ideology 47 be it on the political or economic front. Though, it is 

too early to expect miracles from the Economic Cooperation Organisation for conflict 

resolution and confidence buildings. As such the Economic Cooperation Organisation 

wilWlave to formulate a collective strategy to address some of the challenges faced by the 

members including those pertaining to conflict resolution and Confidence Building 

Mechanisms (CBMs) among the Central Asian states. If the case is not so, the Central 

Asian Republics will only be the losers. Thus, it can be will argued that Iran have a 

determind bid to cultivate the relatiions with the Central Asian Republics. During the last 

three and odd years some significant high level visit and exchange of political and 

economic delegations took place between Iran and its northem neighbours. During 

the deliberations, there was marked emphasis on improving the communications and 

transport network. promoting trade and cooperation in the energy, gas and oil 

46. Three Central A'>ian Rqmblics join ECO'. The l'aki.<tan Times. Lahoce. February 18. 1992. 
47. MomisAhmar. 'Coillia Resolutirn and Cmfidmce Building in Central Asia'. StratL-gic Studies. Voi.X'vl. No.3. Spnng 1994 p.89 
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sectors initiating functional cooperation in building infrastructure in the field of banking. 

small scale industries, education. health. tourism. sports and infonnation media. ·n1e 

five northern provinces of Iran are geared to e\.-pand border trade and passenger traffic 

with the Central Asian Republics of course for their own benefits. 
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CHAPTER- IV 

STRENGTHENING CULTURAL LINKS 

The paradigm of socio-cultural evolution and development, both liberal and socialist. 

c. 
regards advances in science and technology and the consit}uent industrialisation of sociJies 

as the factores leading to a weakening if not elimination,of the two main social 

chareteristics of the pre-industrial era1 tbe eclipse of religion and the break down· of 

traditional communal and ascriptive relations. As is known, the Central Asian Republics 

are passing through a phase of transition after the breakdown of the Soviet Union on all 

accounts- political,economic, social and cultural. However the basic problem in Central 

t. 
Asian states - is to establish their independent idenities. They are at a cross road and 

have to 'decide' per se,as to which path each ofthese legatees of the Soviet system should 

follow - whether to Islam,the ethnos , nationalism,authoritarianism or towards a space 

where all these paths converge. In this transitboal phase as so often in history,the 

transition itself can be of epochal length,like the European transition from feudalism to 

capitalism from the 14th to 18th centuries. 

Over the past century an:.d a half the Central Asian Republics shared a common fate as 

the colonial territories of the Russion Empire and later as constituent Republic. Is a 

matter of fact for almost four centuries, the Central Asian region shared a comman fate 

as hotland of nomadic and oasis cultures hemmed in by these sedentary agricultural 

civilisations of China, Iran and Russia, and as victims of their creeping and irrevocable 

military superiority over nomadism. Of course, their identity as a civilaisation is as real and 
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their cohesion as a policy has been as ephemeral and chimerical as the European Their 

cultural onen\s is the ex-perii1ced . .... 

Indeed. the different claimants to the fin nations created or bequeathed by the Soviet 

Union's disintegration can be easily classified as the religious. the liberal and democratic 
~ . ~ 

in current post - So\iet parlance. Howenr, the religion is Islamic and subdi\ides in to the 

supra-national pan - Islamic and the more purely nationalised. TI1e democratic consists of 

the ethnic nationalist type along side an intemational one. And the interesting point is 

that while the hold of religion in the pre- industrial fom1 has some what declined in the 

first and second worlds and secularism is well established there. the CARs are still facing 

the trauma of getting bracketed in the cock pit of religion. While the revivalist movements 

of the Christianity. Buddhism and Hinduism do not seemed to be necessarily anti-secular. 

the Islamic riYivalism avowedly aims to religious in jw1ctions 1
. And the point to keep in 

mind is that Islam has seldom unified nations. In toda)ls ·world. it has become perhaps 

more fractions than ever. TI1e basic cause behind this notion is that there are numerous 

sects in Islam and the Shia- Sunni divide is real and deep. There are Arabic and Persia 

influances. Though the Central Asian Muslims . after the seventy years of communist rule. 

ha\·e lost their Islamic moorings,the fimdamentalist forces have a peculiar appeal .l11is 

becomes disastrous in times of political unstability and ecnomic distress when their sense 

of\\Tong is heightenei and patriotic fervour is aroused by which ever ideologue has the 

I. C.lnavatullah. 1XD1<-..:ra.. ,._ Bhnrnatimali>m and the Emcrging W <Tid Ordcr". In Su.-hil Kwnar. 1 ,-d). ( ;orha..:h.:,·\ r,·{, •rm .a> 
lntcmatimallbang.:. La.1-u's Books. N'"' Ddhi. 1991. r.l99. 
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pulpit at the moment. The security related \iew of Islam attains importance keeping in 

\iew the Iranian efforts towards this cultural imperialism \\~th regard to the Central Asian 

Republics . A brief sketch : of the ethnic composition of the Central Asian Republics 

sheds light on the cultural similarities and dissimilarities between Central Asian region and 

Iran. 

Table- I 

ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF CEJ\TRAL ASIAN REPUBLIC 

by per cent 

Kazakhastan Uzbekistan Kyrgyzia Turkmenia Tajikistan 

Kazakhs- 40 Uzbeks - 91 Kyrgyzs- 52 Turkmen- 72 Tajiks- 62 

Russians- 38 Russians - 08 Russians - 22 Russians - I 0 Uzbeks- 2-t 

Germans- 06 Tajiks - 05 Uzbeks - 13 Uzbeks - 09 Russians - 08 

Ukrainians - 05 Kazakhs- 04 Ukrainains -03 Kazakhs- 03 Kirghizs- 0 I 

Others- II Others- 12 Gem1ans- 02 Ukrainians- 0 I Ukrainians- 0 I 

Others- 08 Others- 05 Others- 0-t 

Central Asian region is a m~ic' ofvarious ethnic group. TI1e Kazakhs are a minority in 

their own homeland and their are a sizable Russian minority in Kyrgylistan. HoweYer. the 

most assertive ethnic group parallel to the Russian is Uzbek. There are about 16 n1illion 

Uzbeks in Uzbekistan alone and several million in other Central Asian States. And the 

interesting point is that the Tajiks and Uzbeks claim cultural supremacy \'is-a-ns the 

Kzakhs, Kyrgyz and the Turkmens. TI1e Tajiks consider themselves to be the most 

advanced culturally. by virtue ofbelonging. to the ancient and rich Persian Civilization and 
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also do to the point of being ~$gest non-Turkic community in the Central Asia. Besides, 

there are OO"tain Central Asian Ethnic group settled with in the Iranian territory detailed 

below: 

1978 1983 

Turkmans 550,000 650,000 

Azerbaijanis 5,800,000 6120,000 

Tajiks 40,000 44,000 

Language Link : 

Exicept for the Tajiks, all other ethnic group in Central Asia speak a language close to 

¢ 

Turkish. Perhaps, that has led to provoking Pan-Islamic asp'riations by resorting to the use 

of both religious and cultural links. At the same time the affinities of Persian languages, 

lit[ature and historical experiance provide a close bondAge between Iran and the Persian 

speaking peoples in Tajikistan, Bukharest and Samarkand regions of Uzbekistan and 

Mganistan. In order to consolidate and develop these links Iran initiated in February 1992 

the move for establishing the Association of Persian Speaking Peoples, embracing Iran, 

Tajikistan and Mganistan. Justifying Iran's quest to play a leadership role in Central Asia 

not only on religious but on cultural grounds also, the Iranian Foreign Minister Ali Akbar 

Velayati said that , "We have decided to create this cultural organization to re\italize 

Persian, the language which had contributed the most to Islamic civilization in Central 

Asia and in all the former Soviet Republics. 8 
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Tite case with Tajikistan is quite su.itable for Iran. Here the Islamic fundamentalist aspects 

are quite high. Even while celebrating their first anniversary of independence from 

September 9 to 16, 1992, Tajikistan organized the first International Forum of Tajik 

speaking peoples and fiiends of Tajikistan at the Dushanbe. Earlier in May, 1992, the 

Tajik Government floated an organization of culture called eaywatd' (the link) which has 

evolved as the single biggest cultural organization of that country. It was the same Forum 

which d$ded to hold the first International Forum of Tajiks whose Organizing committe 

was headed by Habibullah Saidmuradov, the then Deputy Prime Minister. 

The Forum laid stress mainly on the reestablishment of the Tajiks in enrc\phing human 

civilisation and particularly the civilization of Farsi, Tajik and Dari speaking peoples and 

those whose dialects are the offshoot of these languages. This roughy covers Iran, 

Tajikistan, Tajiki speaking regions of Uzbekistan, Mghanistan and Badakhshan and Pamir 

mountain ranges. More than 200 delegates from different countries attended the confere~~Ut. 

However, the most prominent was the Iranian delegation comprising nearly half of the 

total delegates and was headed by Abbas Malikt, the Deputy Foreign Minister of Iran. 

Iranian Ambassador in Dushanbe, Shabistari and his cultural coun~~pr took very active 

pact in the deleberations. And by the activities of Iran, it appeared as if the entire 

8. 'Persian ~g Countries F<TWD Famed'. The Frmtier POSl. P~ar. Fc:bruary 20. 1992. 
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programme of the conference was either prepared by the Iranian or was closely monitored 

by them. It is worthwhile to add that Iran did try to persuade the Central Asian Authorities 

to adopt Persian-Arabic script for the local Central Asian languages most of which have. 

however, abandoned the previous Cyrillic script in favour of the Latin script. This move by 

the CentQa Asian States isa sharp rebuff to the sustained Iranian efforts to use language as 

a means to influence the Central Asian societies and cultures. 

It would be equally erroneous to assume that the population of Central Asia constitutes a 

uniform mass of Muslims or Turkic .... Although most speak Turkic languages, these are 

mutually not intelligble. Turkmen and Uzbek being no closer to the other than Italian is to 

Spanish. The Tajiks, of course, speak persian, an Indo-European language unrelated to 
' 

Turkic .... Persian was the native language of the Tajiks and the second language of many 

Uzbeks, the Mullahs knew Arabic and the Qadis (Judges) applied the Sharia in courts. 

Their religious and cultural identity was strong and largely impervious to Russian 

influence. They lived in compact settlements. 2 

As said, the Turkic and Iranan languages have dominated sedentary Central Asian Culture 

for a long period of time. This fact reflects the movement of the Iranian, then Turkic 

" 

peoples within the region as a whole. However. the pcint whether local people in Central 

Asia developed from pure Iranian or Turkic stock is immaterial to undetrstanding the role 

oflanguage in ethnicity.3 The fact remains that Persian was the cultural language of 

2. Firuz. Kazanzadm. 'US Policy tCM·ards Central Asia.' ~cmmt pn:pared t<. th~ sulk. ... 'm111itta: en F..ur<-pe and the Middle Ea.<t. 
Hc:aring befoce the ~ee on Eunl"! and the Middle Ea,t .,.the a:mminee m F.-n-i!lJI Affairs. April 28. 1992. p.-16 

3. Maria Sublelwy. The S)mbiosis cfTajil and Uzbds'. 1991 
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sedentary Central Asia into the beginning of this century. Despite the efforts of the Grand 

old man of letters, Mio Ali Shic Nawazi (Fani). Turki. as the sedentary Central Asian 

Turkic was called until the 1920s, did not overtake persion as the cultural language though 

it incorporared a prodigious number of Persian Words and phrases. 4 Even in the early 

Soviet period, in Bukhara and in Samarkand, the historians and poets employed Persian.~ 

Of course, this language, in no way. reflected ethnicity- it was a reflection of the prestige 

and cultural wealth of Persian. Not even the Uzbek Conquests ofthe 16th century and the 

cleavage of Khorasan into ShiCJJ and Sunni, affected the status of Persian. 

However, the question which assumes importance is that if the past patterns has been that 

language usage and ethnicity did not necessarily coincide, can we assume that today also, 

ethnicity may also exist without a coinciding language component? The answer appears to 

be a cautious yes, but for reasons quite different in this post Soviet era. And the fact 

remains that in contemporary Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, as in the past, the ethinic identity 

and language usage are distantly related eSPecially among the ruling urban elite. 

RELIGOUS AFFILIA TON 

Apart from the similarity on the plant. of language. another important cultural cohabitation 

between Central Asian region and Iran has been the religious affiliation within the 

idiological fold. It may be pointed out that 'Pan-Islamism' of this region breaks the national 

4_ Eden Naby. 'Calu-al Asia~ Liternt~ in Tr:msitioo'. as qu~ed in. Ibid. Elhnicity and Islam in Cattral Asia_ Cmtral Asian ~'urvc\'. 
12(2). 1993. p.l56_ 

5_ Ibid. p.l57_ 
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banier of the Soviet Nations in order to unit~all Muslims. But it is interesting that this pan-

y 

Islamism stops at the Soviet f,?ntiers and does not, as the 'Pan' denotes. extend to the 

whole world oflslam. In short, it is a pan SO\iet Islam which prevails in this region. 6 

An important factor with regard to the current Islam of the Central Asian Republics is that 

it owes much to the organisational and academic existence of the ex Soviet species. The 

official Islamic establishment belonged to the 'nomenk.lature' and didi\Ot engage in either a 

critique of Marxism Leninism or protest against the anti-religous propaganda of the 

Communist Party. It denounced the fore~.; attacks on the anti religious nature of the 

Soviet union and represented Soviet Islam abroad on numerous cultural and diplomatic 

missions. But it did not make any doctrinal compromise in Islam In that matter. it 

remained utterly orthodox and it attained high academic standa~s. 

The Soviets promoted 'official Islam' during the last fifty years or so. The Tashkent 

Dirctorate even used to publish an excellent quarterly journal - Muslim of the Soviet 81st, 

in six languages- Arabic, Uzhek (in the Arabic Script), English, French, Persian and Dari. 

It even published several editions of the Holy Quran and two collection of the 'lle&dith'. 

Many of its personnel were graduates of the Al-Azhar University. As a result, they were 

heirs to the glorious jadid traditon of modernity which sought to reconcile Islam \\ith 

science and progress through pedagogic, pubficist and organisational activities and not 

6. Edn Naby. 'Ellmicity and Islam in Ca!tral Asia', Cmtral Asian Sun·~·. 12(2). 1993. pp.151-167. 
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through any doctrinal innovations. But these Jadids and official Islamic establish•ment 

contributed a great deal to the preservation of Islamic tradition and practices among the 

Central Asian Muslims, when atheism was the order of the day under the Sovi_ets. 

However subsequent to the independence of Central Asian Republics, all undergound 

nAtwork of sufis, Islamic missionaries and madarsas sprang up spontanesously throughout 

Central Asia. 

PAN-ISLAM ISM 

In the contemporary times, the pan- Islamism has acquired its fonnal political organisation 

in the Islamic Renaissance Party with dominance of the North Caucasian Muslims, 

although some important centres of its activity includes Tajikistan and Fergha.Da vall~: 

It/~ -ecific Muslim features are its exhortion to all Muslims to be politically engaged as 

Muslims and for the supercession of the class, tnoe and nation by the Umma of the 

faithfull 
7 

Today, however, it is important only in pockets as a political movement through 

the same Islamic Renaissance Party, whereas the Sufi infonnal Islam remains mired in 

localism and keeping the faith alive. The prevailing situation in Kazakhstan and 
. 

Kyrgyzstan will hardly tolerate pan Islamism largely duet to th~rt large European 

population. However, Turkmenistan seems to remian the land of the Sufi orders in 

religious life. At the same time, Uzbekistan- the political leader ofTurkistan, is so secure, 

'ih 
indeed agressive in · > natonalism that such pan-movement are a hindrance. 

7. Fa- Ill<"ff dd.ails on thses ~ s..e. Kamal Karpat. The Old :md New Cmtral Asia'. Cmtral Asi:m Stu-.~·. 12(4). 1993. pp.415-415. 
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Pan-Islamism, therefore seems destined to exist as a cultural force of considerable vitality. 

However on the political front. it seems doomed to the status of a regional lobby or a 

strictly local entity. The exceptional situation in Tajikistan might well be transitional given 

the anxieties of the CIS over the spread of the Civil War. But its major weakness is its 

strength, that it disdains the national unity and hereby could compromise, building it 

" 
specifically national base of power. On the other hand its supra-nat~mal yearnings. e\·en to 

the extent of a Turkistani Union ofthe five Central Asian Republics is simply·a fantasy! 

But the ground reality the Central Asian population crave not for religious dogma but for 

west6. pa#,s of development, which is more likely to be fulfilled via Turkic connections. 
i\ 

Hence Turkey with ,its secular characteristics, European identity and free market economy 

tMtt 
is a more attractive model. 9 Of course, this is in a bad ~·~-~_for Islamic revivalism But is 

also true, at the same time, that in all the five Cenral Asian Republics there are elements 

who have camoflQUged themselves skillfully to use the grave situation once any instability 

creeps in. 

Perhaps.. the deteriorating conditions ofthe masses in some Muslim states have prepared a 

fertile ground for the philip Islamic fundamentalist has got. Rafique Zakaria is of the view 

that the poor and the down-trodden, frustrated by the politics of the ruling classes..have 

w~ 
often sought refuge in the promise offundamenta·· 1,who assure them a better life~ if not 

in this world, undoubtedly in the next. 11 The appologists of Islamic fundamentalism be live 

9. ~<-.tOO Allram<Mltz.. a forme~" US Ambassador to Turley. qu((led in Newsweek. 3 February. 1992. p.22. 

' 
I 0. Rafique l.akari. 'Whal ~- is Islamic Fuodamcntafum'>". ~esm:JD. 15 Sq>tember 1985. 
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that 'Islam is an ideology and worship,a home and nationality, a religion and a state' all at 

the same time. 11 
" It is the moral orbit armmd which human life ought to reslove in order 

to revive the contents of divine message". 12 I~ other words, it ending the boundtries of 

state, language,colonic:Jand local tradition. In such ideological atmosphere propagated by 

Iran it is quite possible that the present new generation of Muslim in Central Asia gets 

influneced in this religious arenafran signed an agreement with the republic of 

Turkmenisation to promote tourism The tourisim organisation also planes and retumeing 

to Mecca in order to provide them facilities to visit holy sites in Tehran and in its lid to 

woo the central asisan, Iran has been writing its media for propaganda. Iranian 

broadcasts serve as a source of information for the Muslim clergy and other radical 

organizations. Iranian radio station of Gorgan and Bandar-e-Turkmen-has been beaming 

their religion broadcasts to th Muslims of Turkmenia. 13 As said earlier. Iran's ideological 

influence has even spread to Tajikistan which shares its language and culture with that 

country. It has gone to such an extent that the Tajik people started naming their newly 

horns AyGtollah! 

Apart from echo of Iranian radio broadcast in Turkmenia. several other steps have also 

been taken by Iran with seriousness.However the majority Sunni muslims of Turkmenistan 

do not seem to be concerned over this increasing Iranian ideological influence. Of 

course,Islamic activities have increased but not of the fundamentalist brand.Ashkhabad 

had no mosque in 1990 but now these can be found anywhere easily. 14 Iran has not lost its 

II. 'Fmuiamcntalism: Spreading Tentacles'. The Pwid. 2 0aoba 1984. 
12. Manzo.-nuiin Ahmed. 'Intcgratirn ({the Muslim Wcrld; Problans and Pn~ects·.'r~ HOOzm.. Vol34( I). 1981. pA. 
13. P.Siobdan. n.15 p-508. 
14. Fer further dc:tail.s sa:. Edal Naby. n.6. p-163. 
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hope to spread Islam and safeguard it in Turkmenia. This has even led to some sort of 

rivalary in between Turkey and Iran. In the meeting of the Heads of E.C.O. countries held 

in Ashkhabad,Rafsanjani openly admitted that there existed rivalary between Iran and 

Turkey for 'Influence' in Central Asian region_l!i Immediately before that the E.C.O.'s 

summit,no fewer than twelve Iranian business,technical,cultural and political delegation 

toured the newly independent Central Asian Republics. The diplomatic offensive northward 

is led by Hasan Ibrahim Habib~one of Rafsanjani's principle aides. Even Saeed Raja'i who 

heads,the Foreign Office Committee of the Islamic Majlis(Parliament) has said that the 

Caucasus and Central Asia represent Iran"s natural political,economic and cultural 

habitat.lt is only natural that Iran should take iniciative in developing a new reality there. 16 

Thus, the reality remains that the drive to make ethnicity(Based on kinship) and language, 

the basis of national identity,iniciated by the Russian Government and then expanded and 

intensified by the Soviet regejlne, is being used by the Islamic Republic Of Iran for its own 

purposes.Earlier, the Soviet promotion of local dilects,seperate ethnicities and official 

Isalam aimed at undermining,first,the cultural unity of the area rooted in a national, 

universal faith,and second,the potential conglomaration of the Turkic and Persian speaking 

groups into one political block.Now Iran is trying to use both these aspects for the 

propagation and strengthening of Islam. 

15. FBIS-SOV-92-092. 15 May. 1992.p.7. 

16. Muslim. 28 Februal)·. 1992; also cmsult. Surcndra Chrt•ra. 'Isbmic FID!damaltalism. Pali5tan and Central Asia. in ~'u.<ru.l K= 
( ed). Gorbacbc\'s Ref<nnS and lntC!Ill~rnal Change. Laooer's Boci.s. New Delhi. 1993. pp.J60..377. 
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Today the thousand year old Central Asian history and culture have assumed a new fonn 

and content after several processes of disintegration and reintegration. Of course, the final 

disintegration of the old society,both on the political-military front and the economic 

,social and educational policies,aimed basically at consolidating the new ruler's 

authority, was st~ated by the Russian regime. These policies stimulated and brought to 
" 

fiuition the particularist tendencies that lay dormant in the native societies and galvanised 

the differences of ethnicity,dilects and region, tribe gave them anew meaning and status and 

vitality :Even the development of the capitalist economic order,the spread of 

literacy, written communication and modem education culminated in the rise of local and 

regional elites. The same elites are the forerunners and the architechts of the Central Asian 

Repubkics in today's life.And the fact that the societies of these Central Asian Republic , 

being highly stratified,they are basically secular in nature with the tinge of a different -

locale type of Islamism The positive aspect remains that the path followed by these ruling 

elites reffereing themselves as 'Muslims',is the same as the pre-revolutionalry Muslim 

reformeres-the Jadids who sought to open the societies to the best of western cultural and 

technology. In such a scenario.regardless of the cultural continuum with lran,the Central 

Asian Republic at this juncture of history,are steering clear of any Pan-Islamic block or 

alliance.ln future,what course these republics would follow remains to be the million 

dollar question when one keeps the point in mind" No culture can be hermetically sealed 

off'. 
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CHAPTER- V 

CONCLUSION 

For more than three decades former Soviet Union was a major force in the Middle East, 

and super power rivalary exacerbated many of the conflicts in the region. However, the 

end of the cold war and collapse of the Soviet Union have fundamentally altered the rules 

ofthe Game in the Middle East politics thereby producing a new fludity in the region, new 

diplomatic allignments and new opportunities for both peace and conflicts. 

The five Central Asian Republics of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan 

and Tajikistan came into being with the demise of the Soviet Union in late 1991. This 

event was, in a way. synonymous with the turning of the wheel of history. Although the 

Central Asian States have earnestly begun to rediscover their roots on a more stable plane, 

their geographical. socio cuhural and ethno-religious proximity have provided a fertile 

ground for the Islamic Republic of Iran to manouvere the whole Great Game according to 

her 'whims and subtle wishes'. 

Islamic state of Iran with • desire to rewrite her historical moornigs with these 

Republics on the basis of its Islamic connections, have shown more than enough interest in 

this Central Asian region. The struggle for influence in Central Asia by Islamic countries 

such as Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and Turkey its cetainly not new. But the way Irati is trying 

with all· its efforts to bring the region under its own ideological fold has created a space 

~ch has to be taken care of cautiously in this post -cold war era. 
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The 55 million Central Asian population of which about 45 millions are Muslims. really 

,.vv\c, 't 
had a time of relief after the de· - of Soviet Russia. It is a fact that historically Islam has 

been an important factor in this Central Asian region. It has played a key role in the 

dissemination of Islamic Civilization in Asia and particularly in the Indian sub-continent . 

However over seven decades of communist rule did curve?the religious policies and tried to 

evolve the official Islam. The Muslim population of this region had no option but to 

adjust themselves to these policies, but the see~} were much deeper. Now, after their 

indipendence, this Central Asian Republics are witnessing il \udden resurgence of Islam. 
" 

There has been a rise in the observence of Islamic rites, adoption Of Islamic form of 

1t-. 
greeting, religious marriages, performance of daily prayers and greater attendence . ~~,th~ 

mosques. Evidence also points towards the phenomenal increase in the construction of 

new mosques throughout the region. True that the Central Asian Muslims, after a long 

'Russian Embrace' of 70 years have lost, to some ex1ent their Islamic tinge. But the 

fundamentalists-still have a peculiar appeal and here Islamic State of Iran is playing the role 

of pivot to a greater extent in this region. 

It is claimed that what the Central Asian population carve is not religious dogma but 

Western technology and markets, which are more likely to be fulfilled through their Turkic 

connections. This is, to some extent a good deterrent to the emergence of Islamic 

revivalism But the fact that Turkey and Saudi Arabia backed by the US are still not in a 

formidable position compared to Iran gives the whole equation a dangerous aspect. In Iran 

the1 'fe are elements who have positioned themselves skillfully to exploit'· the Islamic card. 
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should , any weakness emerge in the ruling elite. These forces have an added advantage 

when one considers the economic distress of the Central Asian Republic. In this situation. 

<.oYI-
the fundamental appeals of Islamic republics of Iran, which are always under some -. of 

politico- economic or socio-cultural face., have a peculiar appeal. Indeed ,when the sense 

of wrong among the Central Asian Republics is heightened and the patriotic fervour is 

aroused then the situation becomes more aggrevated and here the name of the Tajikistan 

comes instantly to our mind. 

The drive of Islamic Republic of Iran in various segment of the Central Asian Republics, 

so that a niche could be attained , has been multifaceted. This ranges from Islamisation and 

economic penetration to the underhand bargaining for the neculiar arsenal, which , 

fortunately for Iran and unfortunately for the emerging world order,have a good storage in 

the Central Asian Republics. 

On the economic front , Islam is havmg the advantage of providing outlets to the land -

locked Central Asiim regions. Iran is trying with all its means to change the economic 

order in this region. Be it Tajikistan with its strong Islamic sentiments ot Turkmenistan or 

for that matter even Kazakhstan with their tumbling economy, Iran is pumping enough 

money to maintain and construct new mosques and madrasas, sending Islamic literature, 

audio - visual materials etc. Iran is developing its communication links which includes 

railway,road,telephone and airlines with the Central Asian regions. It is even developing 
p 
I 

relations with the China in this feild so that it could make her dreams of emerging as a 
A ' 

regional power, come true. 
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d~cu\ 
Iran revived the near 1\/ ECO and Caspian Sea Cooperation Zone to further herown 

politico-economic ambitions. All these Central Asian Republics has been brought w1der 

these organisations. True that the basic thrust of these various organisations have been of 

developing the economy of its memberes, the political implications can not be simply 

shrugged of The aim of Iran has been to evolve this region as a political and economic 

power within her own leadership. 

Tajikistan has been accorded the most favoured nation's status and the situation in 

Turkmenistan is much worse. Through its "Petro-DoUars Diplomacy" Iran is propagating 

its Islamic propaganda through its radio-stations of Gorgan and Bandar-e-Turkmen.The 

Iranian T.V. stations are also not behind with their capsules in Turkmen and Azeri 

languages.In ~Ulzakhstan too, Iran is playing her game safely. There was a conflict between 

Iran and Turkey over the oil pipe line from Kazakhstan gas pipe line from Turkmenistan, 

But in an astute move, Tehran launched the Caspi~ Sea Cooperation Zone which groups 

Iran,Azerbaijan,Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Russia thereby sidelining the interest of 

Turkey as a whole. 

Iran is also interested in the 'n~lear storage" of the Central Asian Republics. There have 

been reports about Irans clandestine nuclear dealings with these republics . Of course , 

Iran rejects all such allegations but the evidences point to something smoky There have 

been various agreements and numerous delegation on nuclear matter.:.,s, between the Iran 

and the Central Asian Republics. Besides these nuclear weapons, the enriched uranium 
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stock pile in this region has been also accessible to the interested buyers and Iran is always 

there to get the real benifit.Kazakhstan and Tajikistan hold about 30 percent of the 

Uranium reserve ofthe former Soviet Union and Iran have very cordial relation with these 

republics. 

Though the relationship between Iranian the Central Asian Republic is cordial, but of late, 

it appears to be less active. As yet, so pressing mutual atractions have emerged. This is 

quitt natural-the Central Asian Republic requires above all hard currency investment to 

help develop balanced and sustainable national economy. But Iran, grappling with her 

own economic distress alongwith social problem, is not in a condition, to be of much help 

to the Central, Asian Republic. But at the ideological moorings of Islam are theguiding 

princples behind all the policies of Islamic Republic of Iran, be it foreign or domestic, Iran 

is taking extra pains to influence the Central Asian Republic with regard to the 

communication links such as railway, roads and airways, the development has been of high 

level probably because the preparatory work was started and almost compie' .ted even 

before the disintegration of Soviet Union. The other plans are likely to be a far longer 

time to come to fruition. As far as the common security issues are concerned, neither Iran 

nor the Central Asian Republic have much to offer each other beyond the general co

operation. However , if the Central Asian Republic want to survive and develop as 

economically viable and socia~ stable sovereign indipendent states, they Will have to . 

strike a balance between their interest and those of Iran. Otherwise, there always stands 

the old dictum-History repeats itselfl 
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